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the thrill is back.

Remember the feeling of entering our lobby and easily finding the
game you were looking for? Remember the sights and sounds of

online poker the way it was meant to be played? Remember the fun
of testing yourself against the biggest names in the game? Or the
exhilarating nonstop action of Rush Poker? Remember the feeling

of taking down egos one hand at a time, as you qualified for
FTOPS? It was a thrill you could only experience at Full Tilt Poker.

Well, good news, gentlemen. The thrill is back.

Deal me in bonus available to all players. see website for Details.

©2012 Full Tilt Poker. All rights reserved. Players must be 18+
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visit www.caribbeanpokerparty.com formore detailsWorldMags.netWorldMags.net
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€7700 Package includes!
• €2,200 Cash for expenses
• Deluxe all-inclusive 7 night stay from 20th - 27th Nov
at theMarriott St Kitts for up to 2 adults & 2 children

QUALIFIERS RUNNING NOW
FROM JUST €2.50!
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EDITORIAL POLICYSTATEMENT

Gambling could be harmful if not controlled and kept in moderation, and readers engage in such activity entirely at their own risk. Dennis Publishing in
no way encourages reckless gambling and it is recommended that readers who engage in gambling carefully monitor their activity and set financial
limits. Anyone concerned about problem gambling can contact GamCare on 0845 6000 133 or gamcare.org.uk for further information. While every
effort is made to ensure the accuracy of editorial and advertising material no claims for loss as a result of any errors will be accepted by the publishers.
The opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the publishers themselves and are in no way intended to be relied upon. Overseas-hosted
websites are not regulated by UK legislation. Dennis Publishing can make no representation to readers of this publication as to the authenticity or
conduct of the services advertised, nor accept responsibility for activities relating to such sites. This publication is not intended for persons under 18;
it is illegal for such persons to engage in gambling (other than pool betting if aged 16 or over).
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Another month and another
way to dream about a poker

holiday. As the clouds roll in over
London and the sun vanishes for
another six months the thought
of heading out to a Carribbean
island to play in a poker
tournament is
seeming almost
irreisitible. Now
I’ve only got the
slight problems of
qualifying and then
trying to persaude
the missus to let
me go!

I won a poker tournament!
You can read all about my

heads-up win at the Unibet Open
London on p20. It’s been the
usual poker rollercoaster besides
that, however. I went on a $15k
heater online before
dumping back
$9k in the space
of just ten days.
Let me tell you
from painful
experience, it’s
much more fun at
the top than it is
at the bottom.

This month I was lucky
enough to meet 18-time

gold medalist Michael Phelps who
you might remember reportedly
won $100k in a Las Vegas poker
game recently. Although he kept
tight-lipped about his winnings,
he did divulge he
hangs out with
Antonio Esfandiari
and had played over
a million hands in his
lifetime! I’m sticking
my neck out now and
saying he will make,
err, waves in poker.

THIS MONTH…

PAUL CHEUNG
EDITOR AT LARGE

ROSS JARVIS
STRATEGY EDITOR

MARC SOUTHEY
ART DIRECTOR

Gus who’s back?
Few poker players inspire the same level of continued
fascination as Gus Hansen. The three-time WPT champion

turned high-stakes cash game icon is one of the most enduring
and endearing figures in the global game. But it’s hard to put
your finger on precisely why. Perhaps it’s because he’s the
type of poker player we all want to be, fearless, wild and
almost wilfully reckless. Perhaps it’s because he just seems so
f♣♦♠ing cool, with a propensity for disappearing off the face
of the earth before showing up and doing something amazing.
The site of him limping into the 2010 WSOPE and quietly

crushing the heads-up tournament was
something to behold. As was him casually
buying into the $25k Big One for One
Drop satellite, winning the $1 million seat
and then crashing out by shoving all-in
with J-10 and simply shrugging his shoulders as he ran into
A-K. He wins some, he loses some, but he seems to take both of those

results in his stride. Perhaps most of all, it’s because he simply loves the
game of poker like the rest of us. Talking to PokerPlayer about the

relaunch of Full Tilt Poker he sounded like a kid on Christmas
Eve. He can’t wait to dive back into the online high-stakes cash

games where he has reportedly lost more than one fortune.
Because this is what Gus Hansen is all about. The action,

the thrill and the drama of poker. What’s not to love?

ALUN BOWDEN
EDITOR
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SHUFFLE LETTERS

SPIN, SPIN, SUGAR
I have been playing poker for 10 years
now and have had my ups and downs.
I prefer playing long blind tournaments
but there aren’t any running when I can
play so I end up playing cash. When I
first sit down at the table, and for the
next four hours or so, I tend to crush the
table, regularly spinning my £100 stake
to between £500-£2,000, but for
some reason at this stage something
goes wrong and I end up losing the lot.
Maybe I’m playing too many pots when
I’m deep-stacked or are people just
getting a read on me by that point?
What should I do, tighten up or just
leave after four hours?

Barry McNamara

The commonly held
wisdom is you should play
long sessions
when you are
winning, but in
your case we’d
recommend
trying shorter
sessions. Maybe
just play for two
hours at a time

before sitting
out for a while. See how it goes.

POT OR BUST
Firstly, I want to say your magazine is
awesome, I’ve been reading for over a
year you’re the only poker magazine I
can read all the way through without
yawning. As a reader I felt compelled

to share this with you. I have been
playing poker as a min-wage grinder for
eight years. I would usually play micro
stakes, and occasionally get lucky
enough and win $600 to $1,000 in a
tournament before instantly
withdrawing the lot. About six months
ago I hit a crossroads in my poker life,
my partner was now working and it was
looking less and less likely I’d have to sell
an organ to make ends meet. For once I
could seriously look at taking a shot at
higher stakes. So after a fairly heated
conversation with the other half we
finally agreed I owed it to myself to take
a shot at playing higher games.

I didn’t want to hit 50
and think about what
could have been. So I
awaited my next decent
win with a nervous
sense of excitement.

Now I could lose the
lot or I could win a
decent chunk of
change, and only time
will tell. But at least I

can look back and say
I took a shot. To all the grinders I say if
you get a chance to take a shot, do it
please, no regrets. You can always
grind the micros again.

Stuart V

‘What might have been’ are some of
the saddest words in the English
language, but we would never
suggest people play with money
they can’t afford to lose. Taking a

MUCKING IT UP
Please can you offer some advice on the situation I had in
my local pub game this week. There were two of us in a
hand. I bet the flop and turn which was called each time. I
missed my straight on the river and checked. The other
guy mucked his hand. I started to rake in the pot. The
dealer, who also runs the game, turned over both hands
and said we had to play out the hand as it was a
‘showdown’. My missed straight holding was 10-8 and his
missed flush was 6-3, hence him mucking his 6 high hand.
I still won the hand, but protested at the ruling. I thought
a mucked hand is a dead hand no matter what.

David Tucker

We’re presuming this is a tournament, and as such most
venues will have a rule that you need to show both cards
to win a pot at showdown regardless of the other player
mucking his cards. It is pretty ridiculous, in our view, to
show both hands when the other player has mucked his
hand though. We understand the need to stop collusion,
but that seems over the top. What do other readers think?
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PokerPlayer, Dennis Publishing,
30 Cleveland Street, London W1T 4JD

Email: pokerplayer@dennis.co.uk

Twitter: @PokerPlayerUK

Send us your
rants,

thoughts and opinions, and if
you’re chosen as our Star
Letter you’ll win a pack of high
quality PokerPlayer
playing cards
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I now await
my next decent
win with a
nervous sense of
excitement

PP
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WHAT’S HOT
AND WHAT’S NOT
THIS MONTH

shot with profits is a smart move
though. You’re treating yourself to a
shot rather than a holiday. Good luck!

SHADES OF GREY
A couple of points on your October issue
The Nuts page caught my interest.
Firstly a US judge ruling that poker is a
game of skill. Now the debate between
skill and luck in card games has gone on
before even the invention of poker and
you have covered it enough times.
However, it is not black and white, skill or
luck. It is very much a shade of grey, a
mixture of both skill and luck. Hence it is
illegal to host poker games in this
country unless you have a casino
licence, as the authorities are trying to
provide some protection for ignorant
fish from the skilled sharks. The
mechanics of the poker game is pure
luck, the cards are shuffled and dealt
randomly. The skill comes with knowing
the probabilities, understanding the
importance of position and reading your
opponents. Anyone can play poker
without the skill and still win, just by
getting lucky. If poker was not regulated
then there would be more shady
characters setting up fixed games to
relieve people, ignorant or otherwise, or

Too much poker!
It’s seems a strange
thing for us to complain
about, but barely a day
goes by without
another ‘major’
tournament. We
need less quantity
and more quality in
the live poker
circuit.

WSOP Europe
Despite falling
attendances, the
performance of one
Phil Hellmuth in the
main event and a win

for Antonio ‘Big One’
Esfandiari has made
this the best WSOPE
ever. Vive la France.

The Lederer Files
The long-awaited
video interview with
Howard Lederer on
PokerNews was a real
letdown. The ex-Full Tilt
man spent most of his time
saying he couldn’t recall or
didn’t know. Thanks for that!

Full Tilt Poker!
It’s back! From the start of
November the Full Tilt Poker
site will be back and you can
withdraw your balance at
last. Just one game first...

October Nine
Yes it’s time for a

bunch of unknown
randoms to duke it
out for $8 million.
Go to wsop.com for
full details of how to
watch the live
stream. Or don’t.

Keith Bartholomew
Long-time reader Keith
Bartholomew won the online

leg of the Genting Poker
Series for a massive

£26,000 payday. He is a
regular on the PPUKT

and one of the nicest
guys around. Well played!

their cash unfairly. At least if you walk
into a licensed casino you know the
game will be square. This brings me on
to the point about Sam Trickett signing
up for the €20million tournament at
Wembley. Is Wembley a licensed casino?
I did not see any croupiers there when I
went to watch an international. I have
noticed before how venues other than
casinos host poker tournaments. Maybe
an article on the legalities of hosting
tournaments would prove interesting. If
it is easier than I thought I could run one
at my local social club!

Daniel Fowler

You are dead right about poker being
a game of luck and skill Daniel and
it’s a complex issue. Too complex to
deal with here. In the UK poker is
treated as gambling, and to be honest
we hope it remains so as there is no
tax on gambling winnings. As for
Wembley, they will have obtained a
special licence from the local
authority. You can host poker nights
at members clubs, but there are
some restrictions on prizes. Check
out this link for more details: www.
tinyurl.com/pokerclubs, or go here:
www.tinyurl.com/ukpokerlaw

Poker is a potent

mixture of skill and luck

The Lederer Files
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out for $8 million. 
Go to wsop.com for 
full details of how to 
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Get ready for a lot of talk about
white magic, lucky thirteen and
being the greatest ever, because

that man Phil Hellmuth has done it again.
Hellmuth made history in Cannes with
victory in the World Series of Poker
Europe main event, winning his thirteenth
bracelet and cementing his place as the
greatest player in WSOP history.

Just four months after winning his
twelfth bracelet in Vegas he put on one of
the performances of his life at the WSOPE
to take down the big one. He beat a field
of 420 to take the €1 million first prize in
a victory he described as humbling.

‘I don’t say this often, but I am truly
humbled by this,’ Hellmuth said. ‘This is
one of the most prestigious titles in poker
and to get this one, it’s right up there with
the (1989) World Championship.’

Eyes on the prize
It was a star-studded final table, including
online pro Joseph Cheong, Jason Mercier
and Britain’s rising star Chris Brammer
who put in a strong showing only to crash
out in fifth spot. But this was only ever
going to be one man’s day.

Hellmuth was already having a great
WSOPE with three cashes prior to the
main event. He narrowly missed out on
final tables in the €3k no-limit shootout
and the €10k mix-max, but he saved all of
his white magic for the main event. He
looked focused and back to his peerless
best as he moved towards the final table.

Hellmuth entered the final table a slight
chip leader with 3.4m and fought like a
champion on his way to the title. He made
some big calls and saw both sides of
variance when calling short-stacks and
finding himself in a race. But as play
entered the crucial four-handed stage at
10pm you felt fate was on his side.

White magic
First to bow out was Cheong who got it
all-in with A-Q against Sergii Baranov’s
A-K. The remaining trio played for nearly
two hours before the next exit. The Poker
Brat outdrew Stephane Albertini with 7-7
against the Frenchman’s pocket Jacks,
although Hellmuth had removed most of
his chips in earlier hands.

Going into heads-up it didn’t take long
for Hellmuth to finish things. The final

hand saw Baranov shove with A-4 and
Hellmuth snap call with A-10 announcing
to the table that he was going to ‘win this
right here’. Sure enough the cards came
J-9-5-A-3 and he claimed one of the
biggest wins of his life.

‘I played the best poker of my life in
this tournament,’ Hellmuth said after his
win. ‘I tried some new things out that
really worked this time. My game is never
the same. You’ve got to constantly be
improving, and that’s what I do.’

SHUFFLE
NEWS VIEWS GOSSIP

HELLMUTH WINS WSOPE MAIN EVENT
LUCKY 13!

12 POKERPLAYER www.gambleaware.co.uk

€10,000 No-Limit
Hold’em - Main Event
Buy-in: ¤4,032 Entries: 420

THE FINAL STANDINGS
1. PHIL HELLMUTH €1,022,376
2. SERGII BARANOV €632,592
3. STEPHANE ALBERTINI €423,360
4. JOSEPH CHEONG €292,320
5. CHRISTOPHER BRAMMER €207,648
6. PAUL TEDESCHI €149,184
7. STEPHANE GIRAULT €108,864
8. JASON MERCIER €84,672

A jubilant Phil Hellmuth celebrates
winning his 13th bracelet in Cannes

SHUFFLE
 VIEWS  GOSSIP
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1
Robin Keston took down the
GUKPT London main event in
the biggest leg of the tour

to-date with 315 players packing out
the Grosvenor Victoria casino. Keston
had to deal with a tough three hour
heads-up battle with Daniel Rudd for
the title and the £84,310 first prize.
Keston had previously taken full
advantage of the re-entry format of
the London leg, buying back in with
just five minutes to spare. Seems like
it was a good decision to us.

KESTON WINS
GUKPT LONDON
KESTON COMES GOODONHOME SOIL

2
Russian player Marat ‘maratik’
Sharafutdinov took down the
$5,200WCOOPmain event on

PokerStars after qualifying through a
40 FPP satellite. The amazing feat saw
him spin up the equivalent of around
$0.40 in loyalty points into a $1m win.
Maratik, who normally plays $6.50
tournaments, announced ‘I wont
million’ [sic] as a deal was struck on the
final table giving the remaining players
$500k each with an extra $500k for
the winner. He got his wish. Hats off sir!

WCOOP WINNER
FREEROLLS IT
FROMMICRO-STAKES TOMILLIONAIRE!

3
Full Tilt Poker is coming back
on November 6. The site will
reopen for real money play and

any money you had in your account will
be waiting for you on relaunch. The
new (old) face of the site will be Gus
Hansen, who was announced as the
first brand ambassador for the new
Full Tilt. ‘To me this feels like coming
home,’ Hansen said. The new Full Tilt
Poker is owned by the Rational Group,
which owns and operates PokerStars
so rest assured your money is safe.

FULL TILT
POKER IS BACK!
HANSEN FIRST BRAND AMBASSADOR

Keston’s decision
to re-buy paid off

From November 6 Full Tilt
Poker is back in business
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WSOPE 2012
They are used to high drama
down in Cannes, but even the
annual film festival would

struggle for storylines as good as
the ones thrown up by the WSOPE
this year. It began with The Magician
casting his spell once again, and
then finished with the crowning

glory – a star turn from poker’s
biggest name.

Alongside this we had final tables
from some new British poker heroes
and arguably poker greatest hissy fit
from Brandon Cantu. This was a
WSOPE packed with drama and we
have picked out the best bits for you.

The fifth World Series of Poker Europe was a typically
star-studded affair with some huge names winning
some gold jewellery down by the French Riviera

PP

SHUFFLEWSOPE

Esfandiari pulls another

magic trick out of his hat

Phil Hellmuthmade history
with his thirteenth gold

bracelet win, in a night where
the poker world seemed to stop
to applaud the tournament
legend. As Hellmuth sat down to
play, with live coverage streamed
on ESPN and Eurosport, he looked
focused, energised and ready to reclaim
his place as the world’s top poker pro.

He did it in some style with a series of
gutsy calls and play that seemed to both
confuse and frustrate his opponents.

‘Congrats to the great @phil_hellmuth,
[if] he keeps this up we are all going to
have to start giving him some credit,’ Erik
Seidel tweeted. And Jake Cody kept it
brief: ‘Phil Hellmuth, what a huge legend.’

The circumstances and the style of
Hellmuth’s victory will live long in the
memory. At a time when poker needs
some good publicity there couldn’t have
been a better moment for its biggest star
to shine. Let’s hope it doesn’t go to his
head, we’re sure it wont...

After losing the €10k mix-max
hold’em event heads-up, Brandon

Cantu gave an interview he may come to
regret. After describing his play as the ‘best
performance in WSOP history’ he went on a
rant worthy of the great Phil Hellmuth.
Watch it and try not to laugh, we dare you.
www.tinyurl.com/cantuwhines

HELLMUTH’S
GOLDEN HOUR

BRANDON
CANTU’S RANT

Antonio Esfandiari has done it again. After
his $18million win at the $1m buy-in One

Drop event, he arrived in Cannes and proceeded to
take apart the field of 626 in the €2.5k six-max
event. It was the second largest field inWSOPE
history and paid out €126k for first place.

But themoney would have been of secondary to
Esfandiari who was looking for his third bracelet.

And when he ended up heads-up with Remi
Bollengier there only ever looked like being one
winner. TheMagician never let go of his chip lead,
making some great reads including calling down
on a flushed and straightened board with third
pair. Afterwards a surprisingly understated
Esfandiari took the bracelet withmodesty
admitting he had some luck on his way to victory.

THE MAGICIAN STRIKES!

BRIT WATCH
TheWSOPE has traditionally been the
scene of some of our biggest poker

triumphs, but for whatever reason the Brits
couldn’t quite get the job done this time.

The first final table was by Roberto
Romanello who went on a tear in the €2.5k
six-handed event. But sadly he failed to find
cards at the right times and went out in fifth
for a decent, but disappointing, €31k payday.

The next final table came from EPT founder
John Duthie with ninth in the €3k shootout,
but only John Eames, with a 20th place in the
€1.5k PLO, troubled the scorers in the next
two events. This left just the €10kmain event
and Chris Brammer as our last hope on the
final table. He put on a great performance,
but couldn’t find the cards and had to settle
for fifth. Sadly, just like theWSOP, it was a
case of whatmight have been for the Brits.

14 POKERPLAYERwww.gambleaware.co.uk

Sore loser Cantu channelsthe Poker Brat in an epic rant
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SHUFFLE TOP5

1 CHRIS MONEYMAKER
The top spin up merchant of

all time is the accountant turned
poker legend who played a $39
WSOP satellite that
changed the world.

2 MARAT
‘MARATIK’

SHARAFUTDINOV
The 2012 WCOOP
main event winner
was a $2 grinder
who won his seat by
playing in a series
of FPP qualifiers. So
a return of a $1m for
an investment of $0. Not bad.

3 ANNETTE OBRESTAD
The poster girl for the zero to

hero progression has to be Annette
Obrestad. Despite never depositing a
cent she is one of the biggest online
winners in history. Must be nice.

4 CHRIS FERGUSON
I know we’re all supposed to

hate Chris Ferguson these days, but
you have to admire his ability to spin
up $20,000 from $1 online and then
repeating the trick going from $0 to
$10,000. That takes dedication.

5 TOM MCEVOY
McEvoy was the first winner

of the WSOP main event to qualify
through a satellite. He only won
$580k though. Hardly worth
getting out of bed for.

SPIN UPS

Player and hostess with the mostest, Kara
Scott on her love of scotch and Sandra Bullock

Confessions
of a

POKER PLAYER
What puts you on tilt?
People who act slowly over every
action at the tables. It makes my
head want to blow-up.

Would you rather be lucky or good?
Lucky.

Phil Hellmuth is...
A unique individual.

What’s your
weirdest ever
prop bet?
I had to wear a
rabbit suit for a
TV tournament

because I
didn’t cash
deep enough
in a previous
event. A big
fluffy pink
bunny
costume. I wish I still had it...

Describe yourself in three
words.
Slightly geeky n’ grateful.

If the world ended tomorrow I
would...
Eat as much as possible;
some amazing scotch,
unbelievable cheese and
my mother’s pasta.

First car?
I had a little lime green Beetle and I
loved her. I should have named her.

What five things would you
take to a desert island?
My iPad. My favourite person in the
world (I won’t say who). A tree house.
Unlimited food and scotch. I like scotch.

Who would play
you in the film
of your life
Sandra Bullock
because she’s
amazing and
you’re supposed
to be aspirational
with these things.

What animal
would you be and
why?

A kangaroo because they’re funny,
and I like boxing.

Would you rather fight 50
duck-sized horses, or one
horse-sized duck?
50 duck-sized horses. I grew up on a
farm and ducks are really f***ing

mean.

Kara’s not the only one that wishesshe still had that bunny outfit

Who would play 
you in the film 
Who would play 
you in the film 
Who would play 
of your life
you in the film 
of your life
you in the film 

Sandra Bullock 
because she’s 
amazing and 
you’re supposed 
to be aspirational 
with these things.

What animal 
would you be and 
What animal 
would you be and 
What animal 
why?
would you be and 
why?
would you be and After years of speculation

Herbie comes out of the closet

At least Kara the Kangaroo always has
somewhere to keep the bottle of scotch

my mother’s pasta.

At least Kara the Kangaroo always has At least Kara the Kangaroo always has 

mean.

Kara’s biopic:
better than Miss
Congeniality 2

SPIN UPSSPIN UPS
TOP 5

Obrestad:
Spin-up
master

Nobody f♦♥♣s with the Jesus

bunny 
costume. I wish I still had it...

Describe yourself in three 
words.
Describe yourself in three 
words.
Describe yourself in three 

Nobody f♦♥♣s with the Jesus
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WIN A £2,625 GUKPT GRAND FINAL SEAT!

T his is one you do not want to
miss. This month we have an
amazing freeroll where you
have a chance to make

poker history at one of the biggest
tournaments of the year. Enter our
freeroll on grosvenorpoker.com and
you could be playing in the £2,625
GUKPT Grand Final at London’s
Grosvenor Victoria Casino.

The GUKPT Grand Final is one of the
highlights of the UK poker calendar
and attracts some of the biggest name
in the game to the Grosvenor Victoria
Casino in London. With a 25,000
starting stack and a one hour clock
there is a huge amount of play over
the three day event and last year saw
a prizepool just shy of £500,000. If
you want to get in on the action then
there is no simpler and cheaper
route than our exclusive freeroll.

THE BIG ONE
To get your seat at the GUKPT
Grand Final all you need to do is
head to grosvenorpoker.com,
download the software, sign-up
for a real money account and
register for the tournament
using the password sharky. It
really is that simple. If you
already have a grosvenorpoker.
com account you can also
register and it’s totally free to enter.
The tournament takes place on
Monday 12 November at 8pm.

Alongside the amazing £2,625 first
prize there are satellite tokens for the
top five placed players so you can get
a second shot at GUKPT glory. It’s a
unique chance to play in one of the
highlights of the live tournament
calendar so do not miss it. Head over
to grosvenorpoker.com and register
now! Fame and fortune awaits...

HOW TO ENTER

1 If you haven’t already got a
Grosvenor Poker account, go to

www.grosvenorpoker.com to download
the software and open a real-money
account. Existing players also eligible.

2Look for the ‘GUKPT PokerPlayer
Freeroll’ in the tournaments section

of the lobby under the tab ‘freeroll’ and
register using the password sharky

Prizes are only available to residents of the UK and Ireland. For full terms and conditions go to www.pokerplayer.co.uk/termsandconditions

THE PRIZES
1ST £2,625 GUKPT GRAND FINAL
MAIN EVENT SEAT
2ND 3RD $150: SATELLITE TOKEN
4TH & 5TH £20: SATELLITE TOKEN

WIN!

EXCLUSIVEFREEROLLMonday 12 November, 8pmgrosvenorpoker.com
PASSWORDsharky

Fabian Quoss won in 2011
but this year it could be you

GUKPT GRAND FINAL

freeroll!

In association with

Register for a chance to play at one ofthe highlights of the UK poker calender
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S
o after four legs, thousands of pounds in
giveaways and some fantastic play we’ve
come to the last leg of this year’s tour.
The PPUKT tour bus will roll up to the
famous Grosvenor Victoria Casino in

London this November for the Grand Final of the
PokerPlayer UK Tour and it’s sure to be an absolute
belter. The buy-in rises to £165 and there is sure to
be a big field and an even bigger prizepool on offer.
But don’t worry if £165 is a bit steep for you as we
have an exclusive freeroll on grosvenorpoker.com
where you can bag yourself a seat for absolutely
nothing. There are also two $16.50 online finals
with a total of ten seats guaranteed, so in total we
are giving away a lucky thirteen seats this month.
If you’ve not played in a PPUKT event so far then
don’t miss this one. They are the most friendly and
best value low-stakes tournaments around with
added GUKPT main event seats, a superb structure
and all events are fully dealer dealt. Don’t miss it!

THE HIGHLIGHTS!
● The PPUKT is a two-day festival of poker with a
Two day main event with 10,000 chips, 40-minute
clock and in the money players returning on Day 2.

● There is a £1,070 GUKPTmain event seat ADDED
to the prizepool at every PPUKTmain event

● Fully dealer-dealt £25 (with £10 rebuy) side event
at 7pm on Day 1 with a £300 GUKPT seat added!

SHUFFLE POKERPLAYER TOUR

A TASTE OF THE
GUKPT FOR A FRACTION

OF THE PRICE!

It’s Grand Final time! Bag yourself a free seat at
the finale of the best low-stakes tour in the UK
this month thanks to our exclusive freeroll

HOW TO
QUALIFY

FREEROLL
QUALIFIER!

Freeroll (with $1 rebuys) with
three seats guaranteed –

Monday 29 October at 8pm
grosvenorpoker.com

Password: carle

ONLINE FINALS
$16.50 Online Final with five
seats GTD and £500 added –
Sunday 4 November at 6pm

grosvenorpoker.com

Password: ellis

$16.50 Online Final with five
seats GTD and £500 added –
Sunday 11 November at 6pm

grosvenorpoker.com

Password: roberts

QUALIFIERS
$3.30 satellite to Online
Final with 15 Online Final

seats guaranteed –
Thursday 1 November at 8pm

grosvenorpoker.com

Password: channing

$3.30 satellite to Online
Final with 15 Online Final

seats guaranteed –
Thursday 8 November at 8pm

grosvenorpoker.com

Password: coren

2 X CHANCE
Online satellites

● GUKPT seat added to every main event

● Value-added online qualifiers

● Fantastic structures

● Fully dealer dealt

● High-class venues

● Deep-stack events
THE DETAILS
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FINAL!
● SIGN UP FOR THE SATELLITES

AT GROSVENORPOKER.COM

FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!FINAL!
QUALIFY FOR

THE GRAND

Grosvenor Casino
COVENTRY
August 11/12

Buy-in: £100 + £10

Grosvenor Casino
NEWCASTLE
April 21/22

Buy-in: £100 + £10

Grosvenor Casino
LEEDS

October 27/28
Buy-in: £100 + £10

Grosvenor Casino
BRIGHTON
June 23/24

Buy-in: £100 + £10

GROSVENOR
CASINOS

LIVE EVENT
Leg 5: November 17/18

Grosvenor Victoria
London

THE LIVE EVENTS

Grosvenor Victoria
LONDON

THE GRAND FINAL
November 17/18
Buy-in: £150 + £15

SHOAL SURVIVOR

Win a Free Seat!
● The last remaining qualifier through the
PokerPlayer satellites will become the
PPUKT Shoal Survivor and receive a free
buy-in to the next PPUKT event!

LIVE EVENT
Leg 5: November 17/18 

Grosvenor Victoria 

Win a Free Seat!
The last remaining qualifi er through the 

 satellites will become the 
PPUKT Shoal Survivor and receive a free 
buy-in to the next PPUKT event!

✘

✘

✘✘

✘

✘

✘

✘
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Aspers casino to see a field of 44 players
waiting for the HU event to start. In
amongst them was WSOP bracelet
winner Craig McCorkell, WSOPE final
tablist Dominic Kay and even the staff of a
wholly inferior rival poker publication – of
course, none of them even came close to
making the money.

Instead of keeping things simple and
just playing the event in a knockout
format like Wimbledon, a new system
originally devised for backgammon
tournaments was being trialled. I won’t
explain the intricacies of this because I’d
rather not be to blame for any sleep-
induced dismissals at work. Basically, we
all played five matches and the people
with the best record went through to a
knockout semi and then final.

I was the only person to win all five.
Through a mixture of luck, patience and
solid play I was guaranteed money and
– more importantly – fervent backing on
Twitter from PokerPlayer editor Alun
Bowden. The highlight of my group stage
matches was defeating a French Unibet
Poker Team Pro within four minutes by
three-betting every single hand before
eventually making a straight and getting

heads-up side event to be
precise. Sure, it may not hold
the same prestige as the main
event (nor, sadly, the same
prize money) but a win's a win.

Affordable and well-structured
heads-up tournaments don’t come
around often so I was excited about this
one in advance. To prepare, I hosted a
live cash game the night before featuring
PokerPlayer alumni Keir Mackay, Mark
Stuart and Rick Dacey, which ran until
2am and featured heavy consumption of
both industrial-strength pale ales and gin
shots. It may not be how Daniel Negreanu
likes to prepare for a major tournament,
but it is how Mr Starch rolls so he can put
that in his vegan pie and eat it.

Heavy headed
So it was with a heavy head and droopy
eyes that I turned up at the plush new

T
he Unibet Open tour has
morphed into one of the
most attractive tours on the
European circuit. The main
events always draw healthy

numbers (315 for the London £1,200 main
event), a ton of hot European girls that
have clearly just stepped off the catwalk

for a quick game of cards and even
have a snazzy green and black

colour scheme that reminds
me of a sexy jungle. All in all,
the tour is a winner.

And so am I. I am the
champion of the £220

My highlight was
defeating a Unibet
Poker Team Pro
within four minutes
by three-betting
every hand

Aspers casino to see a fi eld of 44 players 

the same prestige as the main 

prize money) but a win's a win. 

Ross ‘MrStarch’ Jarvis looks back on the
Unibet Open from London, where he won his
first live tournament for many years…

likes to prepare for a major tournament, 
but it is how Mr Starch rolls so he can put 
that in his vegan pie and eat it. 

Heavy headed
So it was with a heavy head and droopy 
eyes that I turned up at the plush new 

defeating a Unibet 
Poker Team Pro 
within four minutes 
by three-betting 
every hand 

have clearly just stepped off the catwalk 
for a quick game of cards and even 

have a snazzy green and black 
colour scheme that reminds 

me of a sexy jungle. All in all, 
the tour is a winner. 

UNIBET OPEN
LONDON

The Unibet Open headed to the bright

lights of London for the third time

315 players contributed to a main

event prizepool of £378,00
0

Pratik Ghatge built u
p an impressive

stack on the way to his first m
ajor win

Ghatge started the
final table third in chips
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THE MAIN EVENT

PP

him to hero-call downwith third pair. Let’s
just say that entente cordiale relations
were a little strained on his part by the
end. Ahwell, sacré bleu, mate.

Final Countdown
In the best-of-three final I was up against
a lovely girl from Scandinavia called
Matja. It was apparently one of her first
live tournaments and she was railed by a
number of friends. She played well, but I
seemed to have top pair every hand,
which is hard to overcome when playing
a relatively fast heads-up structure.

The £4,000 I got for first was very
welcome. It’s not a life-changing sum of
money but I feel that the moment
anyone begins to turn up their nose at
£4,000 is the moment they should have
a good look at themselves in the mirror.

As we were now approaching 3am I
got in a cab for the hour-long drive back
home and was greeted by one of those
taxi drivers that feels the need to walk
me step-by-step through his entire life
story. Still, I’d rather run bad in the taxi
driver stakes than the poker.

I can’t recommend the Unibet Open
events enough. Next year I’m definitely
going to try and play one of their main
events and see if I can add a proper title
to my name. I also really want to see that
lovely green and black colour scheme
once more. I love a sexy jungle.

WWW.POKERPLAYER.CO.UK

The Unibet Open Londonmain
event was a €1,650 buy-in
deep-stacked tournament that saw

305 players flock to the Aspers Casino in
Straftord hoping for a bit of post-Olympics
run good. The field including EPTwinner
Toby Lewis, local lad andWSOPE runner-up
John Tabatabai and UKIPTwinner Jamie
Burland. But it was the unknown names
whoweremaking all the running.

As we headed into themoney the big
names continued to fall with Chris Bjorin
min-cashing in 22nd place before
Hitsquader andWPT runner-up Chaz
Chattha fell at the hands of his good friend
Pratik Ghatge. The final table was set.

Final Table Action
Leading the charge was Dutch player Paul
Valkenburg, who won the whole thing last
year. Trying to stop him doing the double
was UK player Ghatge. The other UK hope
came in the shape of Gavin Eley who was
playing thanks to winning £75,000 in a bad
beat jackpot at Aspers a few nights before.
And he carried on the streak as he doubled
up through Valkenburg to take a healthy
stack into three-handed play. It ended

soon after when he got most of his money
in with Kings only for a Polish player
Tomasz Kozub to river a straight.

Ghatge entered heads-up with a chip
lead and never lost it, with the final hand
seeing his A-7 hold up against Kozub's
Q-10 to ensure the title stayed in the UK.

WINNERPROFILE
Name: Pratik Ghatge
Who is he? London-born historian and
cash player. This is his first major title.

I ran pretty good
today from the get-
go. I got a lot of
hands, and I picked
up a lot of chips. I’m
really happy with
myself and the
patience I’ve shown.
Good things come to
those who wait

UNIBET OPEN LONDON
Buy-in: 1,200 Entries: 315

FINAL TABLE
1. PRATIK GHATGE £85,050
2. TOMASZ KOZUB £60,500
3. GAVIN ELEY £43,090
4. PAUL VALKENBURG £32,500
5. PIOTR JAWORSKI £24,190
6. MARC INIZAN £18,520
7. PYRY KEKALAINEN £13,600
8. DARIUSZ CHARSKI £10,580
9. SANDER HART £8,125

Local lad, Pratik Ghatge
celebrates with the trophy
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HOWARD LEDERER
So after 18 months of
saying nothing, the

ex-president and owner of Full
Tilt Poker finally broke his
silence in September. Howard
Lederer sat down for three
hours of interesting, infuriating
and ultimately unenlightening
interviews with PokerNews.
com in a series they entitled
‘The Lederer Files’.

The interviews were
presented as if it was the
President of the US being
interviewed, and not the one
time president of an online
poker site that ended up owing over $300
million in player funds. Filmed in Las Vegas,
Lederer was faced with questions over the
history of Full Tilt, how the site got itself
into trouble and what his role in it was. And
his answer? Mostly, it was ‘I don’t know.’

He began by discussing the formation of
Full Tilt Poker back in the early 2000s where
he, along with some other big-name pros,
invested in a company called Tiltware that
would develop the software for the site. The
firm was run from Los Angeles and Lederer
was president in charge of marketing and
the general direction of the site. Full Tilt’s
CEO was the now infamous Ray Bitar.

Well I just don’t know
Ray Bitar is the man who Lederer allows
most of the blame for Full Tilt’s failings to
fall on. Lederer claims that once he stepped
down from his day-to-day role at Full Tilt
Poker in 2007 he had little knowledge of the
financial side of the business. This was
despite him being one of only four board
members of a company turning over
hundreds of millions of dollars a year.

Lederer talked in some depth about the
circumstances leading up to the collapse of
the site. He maintains he was unaware the
site was continuing to credit deposits from
US players despite being unable to collect
the funds from their accounts due
to payment issues in the US. As
a result Full Tilt Poker found
itself with a nine-figure ‘hole’.

The issues are too complex to
go into here, but Lederer says
time and again he was unaware
of the appalling decisions being
made by Full Tilt management
leading up to Black Friday and did
all he could to secure a deal to
get players repaid following the
closure of the site. It’s up to you if
you want to believe what he says.

Frankly we’re just glad none of
the people responsible for the Full
Tilt disaster are in charge now,
and the site is in the safe hands of
PokerStars. As to Lederer? We’re
happy to see him fade into history.
tinyurl.com/ledererfiles1

All the latest poker highlights from the online world

Best of the webBest of the webBest of the web
SHUFFLE THEMONTHONLINE

Best of the webBest of the webBest of the web Lildave
is living it up.
Just for a
change.
www.tinyurl.com/
lildave2nd

BEST
OF

BLOGS

Tony G
challenges Phil
Hellmuth to a
‘triathlon’. Beware
contains naked
torsos. www.tinyurl.
com/tonyvsphil

Neil Channing
is back!
tinyurl.com/
channinggold

MY FRIEND HOWARD
Chief Howard Lederer defender
Doyle Brunson was one of the first

to chime in on ‘The Lederer Files’. He has
been one of the few bloggers not looking
to hang Lederer out to dry for his role in
the Full Tilt crisis and says that the truth
is rarely made public in these situations.
‘History usually tells us what the facts
are. In this case, the true facts might
never be known for sure,’ Brunson said.

He went on to repeat a point he’s often
made. ‘I’ve watched “The Lederer Files”
and they are exactly what I expected. I
was widely criticised for saying I believe

Howard and Chris
[Ferguson] didn’t know
the terrible condition
Full Tilt was in. Does
this absolve everyone
fromwrongdoing? Of
course not, but I think
that any reasonable
person will say Bitar
did many things that
no one was aware of.’

Brunson also
commented on the
issue of Full Tilt
continuing to take
deposits after
Black Friday and

the potential deal with his friend Jack
Binion. Check it out
tinyurl.com/doyle4HL

Howard ‘It wasn’t me guv’
Lederer has a bad memory

Big Papa stands

by his man
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CHECK
IT OUT!
TOP VIDEOS ON THE
WEB THIS MONTH

Stern words
Antonio Esfandiari
speak to Howard
Stern about the One
Drop and more
(audio only)
http://tinyurl.com/
antoniotalks

Go to www.pokerplayer.co.uk/forum to share your thoughts on the web
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FORUM WATCH
WE’VE TRAWLED THE FORUMS
SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO...

Ask me anything
A cool thread on PokerStrategy.com where
British player pleno answers any question
you like on six-max cash game poker
www.tinyurl.com/ama6max

Red Vest Guy
The avatars speak out
on the Full Tilt Poker
debate. One for online
poker geeks.
www.tinyurl.com/
redvestguy

Phil Galfond v Bluefire
A lot of gossip, rumour and mud slinging
concerning high-stakes hero Phil Galfond
suing his former poker training site
www.tinyurl.com/philvbluefire

The avatars speak out 
on the Full Tilt Poker 
debate. One for online 
poker geeks.
www.tinyurl.com/
redvestguy

A lot of gossip, rumour and mud slinging 
concerning high-stakes hero Phil Galfond 

Go to www.pokerplayer.co.uk/forum to share your thoughts on the web

Not Nadal
Superb candid
camera style short
from PokerStars
teaching Rafael Nadal
to bluff
tinyurl.com/imnotrafa

Don’t forget to follow us on Twitter @PokerPlayerUK

I love poker. The pain can be maddening but I love
that too. If you lose your love for the game it’s time to
move on. I’m just getting started”
DANIEL NEGREANU

Just ordered 8 beers to the final table... 96€!
What a bargain! Can we get 8 more please??”
JASON MERCIER

I can cry on the sidelines or I can
MAN UP, and finish STRONG! 13 left,
time to rise up and finish like a man”
PHIL HELLMUTH

Winningstreak over :( its been a
whilesince i have ran that bad,forgot
how it felt,haha!“
SAM TRICKETT

Bosh!! Nay longer losing today
the run bad didnt last long,haha!”
SAM TRICKETT

A round-up of the month’s top Twitter entries…

Lederer style
The best of the
Lederer pisstake
videos mixes in a bit
of Gangnam style
tinyurl.com/srslylederer

Rafa bluffs
like a master

Howard leaves his

Full Tilt woes behind

The Magician faces
shock jock Stern
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SHUFFLE LILDAVE

Lildave Thinks

L OTS HAS BEEN WRITTEN ABOUT
how to deal with losing, we’ve all
seen poker players of all abilities
going on ‘tilt’ and playing terribly

after suffering heavy losses. Experienced
gamblers, psychiatrists and regular punters
alike have all come up with techniques and
methods to avoid this or limiting its affects.
However there is another big problem as
for many involved in gambling, and that’s
learning how to deal with winning.

Poker and gambling has one highly
distinguished difference from a ‘regular’
job, and that’s how you get paid. If you
have a conventional career you will often
get paid monthly and you can use this to
sustain a pretty stable understanding of
your personal financial circumstances.

But when the money starts rolling in
from gambling it’s all too easy to
forget the previous three months
where precious little was
earned. As a consequence,
relatively small sums of
money can delude

Can you handle a winning streak? Sounds weird, but it may not be as strange as it
seems. Lildave wonders if you have the stomach for victory…

PP

even the savvy ones among us as to exactly
how wealthy we really are. Extravagant
lifestyle spending and a generally wasteful
attitude to money seem to be the inevitable
result, and this is commonly referred to as
winner’s tilt.

Pride before a fall
When suffering from winner’s tilt you can
go off just as hard as a man tilting it in a
20-hour poker session, but the dangerous
thing about winner’s tilt is it’s impossible
to detect among the high morale winning
brings, and because we’re winning we have
more money we risk going through.

Around three and a half years ago, when
I first started to take poker seriously, I

was 20 years old without a care in the
world. I was strutting around like a

proud lion feeling like the king of
my world and the boss of

everyone else’s.
I should

have

known this wasn’t going to last. But you
tend to learn life lessons the hard way.

The wasteful spending, however, isn’t the
only negative effect winning can have on a
gambler. I’ve seen several players go on
extraordinary runs. A player on a rich vein of
form is always very dangerous. They play
fearlessly, due to the confidence of a big
financial boost. They are also normally in a
rich vein of form. They are often catching
the best of the deck which can always make
them intimidating to play against. The
biggest and most positive factor is that when
they sit down to play, everyone can see they
believe they are going to win. Take it from
me, it’s a great feeling!

However all these attributes the good run
has brought have a dangerous double edge,
in the form of arrogance and delusion. It’s a
very fine line between playing fearlessly
and recklessly; between being on the right
side of coin flips to the wrong side of those

25/75s. There is also a dangerously fine
line between believing you are going

to win and expecting to win.

The dangers of luck
It’s unreal how many people
are undone by their own good
fortune. When things turn
against them they then start
really tilting. As soon as you

start to expect anything, or feel
any sense of entitlement in

gambling you’ll find yourself
coming undone very quickly.

How to avoid winner’s tilt? Well
approach it the same way you approach
losing. Poker and gambling are endeavours
which require a great deal of emotional
control, don’t fall into the same trap so
many people do and forget
how important this is
just because you are
winning. Just as
important as
taking breaks
during big losses,
is taking breaks
during big wins.
Winning is a great
feeling, so try not
to spoil it by taking
it for granted.

sustain a pretty stable understanding of 
your personal fi nancial circumstances.

But when the money starts rolling in 
from gambling it’s all too easy to 
forget the previous three months 
where precious little was 
earned. As a consequence, 
relatively small sums of 
money can delude 

I fi rst started to take poker seriously, I 
was 20 years old without a care in the 

world. I was strutting around like a 
proud lion feeling like the king of 

my world and the boss of 
everyone else’s. 

I should 
have 

It’s a very
fine line
between
playing

fearlessly and
recklessly

Check out my latest
antics, including a few trips
to Sheffield, meeting the
Desperate Scousewives,
finding a headless polar

bear and of course,
lots of gambling

lildaveslife.blogspot.com
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The PokerPlayer UK Tour 2012 in association with Grosvenor Casinos

Live satellites
Grosvenor Victoria will be
running live satellites to
Leg 5 of the tour. For more
0207 262 7777 or go to
grosvenorvictoriacasino.com

Direct buy-in
You can buy-in online
once this month’s online
satellites are completed.
To buy-in directly simply
look for the direct buy-in
event in the lobby at
grosvenorpoker.com.
It may be possible to
buy-in directly at the
casino. Ring them on
0207 262 7777.

2 33

GROSVENOR
CASINOS

LIVE EVENT
Leg 5, November 17/18
Grosvenor Victoria

London

WEEKLY
FINAL

£10 freezeout with
three seats guaranteed

to PPUKT Leeds
grosvenorpoker.com

Online qualifiers
We have TWO exclusive PokerPlayer qualifier this month with five
seats guaranteed and a total of £1,000 added. There are also weekly
satellites running on grosvenorpoker.com so don’t miss out!

1

● Find all of these events under the PokerPlayer Tour tab on the tournaments section of the lobby

GROSVENOR
POKER.COM
SATELLITES

The PokerPlayer UK Tour 2012 in association with Grosvenor Casinos

How toqualify
see page 18 formore details

Leg 5 of the tour. For more 
0207 262 7777 or go to 
grosvenorvictoriacasino.com

November 2012 POKERPLAYER25

QUALIFIERS
$3.30 satellite to Online
Final with 15 Online Final

seats guaranteed –
Thursday 1 November at 8pm

grosvenorpoker.com

Password: channing

$3.30 satellite to Online
Final with 15 Online Final

seats guaranteed –
Thursday 8 November at 8pm

grosvenorpoker.com

Password: coren

ONLINE FINALS
$16.50 Online Final with five
seats GTD and £500 added –
Sunday 4 November at 6pm

grosvenorpoker.com

Password: ellis

$16.50 Online Final with five
seats GTD and £500 added –
Sunday 11 November at 6pm

grosvenorpoker.com

Password: roberts

SUPER SAT
£0.10 rebuy satellite to
feeder satellite with five

tokens guaranteed
grosvenorpoker.com

DAILY

FEEDER SAT
$1 rebuy with

3 tokens guaranteed
for the weekly final
grosvenorpoker.com

DAILY
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Tales from the
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PokerPlayer heads up North to Newcastle where a certain

Chris Ferguson takes home the title. No not that one...

terms of buy-in, with £770 reasonably
within reach of an online player prepared
to get stuck into the satellites, but still
chunky enough to attract big names.

And big name pros were everywhere on
Day 1b. From PokerStars pros Vicky
Coren and Liv Boeree to rising stars such
as APPT Melbourne winner Sam Razavi it
was a packed house. In the end the 377
who crammed into Day 1b swelled the
total field to 623 and the prizepool to over
£400k. Not bad for a £770 tournament.

Into the money
Only a few of the big names remained by
the time 273 players returned for Day 2,
and a lot of those went out early on
including Jesse May, Jack Elwood and
PokerPlayer editor Alun Bowden. But

after a truly tense bubble period, with the
cardroom verging on pandemonium as
players tried desperately to creep into
the money while climbing over seats to
get a view of potential exit hands, there
were a few stars still in the mix.

PokerStars pro Jude Ainsworth was
still in with a chance, as was Keith
Hawkins and ex-November Niner Sam
Holden. It was the latter who was still
smiling at the end of Day 3, as he took
a 1.1 million stack to the final table
where he sat fourth in chips behind
chip leader Jack Sambrook, local lad
Alex Jobling and Scot Chris Ferguson.

what proved to be another superb stop on
the UK and Ireland Poker Tour.

Newcastle has a reputation as the party
city of the UK, and it’s well earned. From
around 5pm on a Friday until about 5am
on Monday morning the place is mental.
Women staggering around in barely there
dresses and heels, large groups of lads
barely hanging on to consciousness and
more craic than Bobby Brown’s house. So
when the UK and Ireland Poker Tour
drops anchor right in the centre of town
you know it’s going to be worth a trip up.

For those that haven’t played in a UKIPT
event yet, they are one of the highlights of
the British poker calendar. With a 15,000
starting stack and a steady structure there
is a ludicrous amount of play in these
things. The tour is pitched just right in

W
e all know Chris
Ferguson. You know
the baby-faced, clean
shaven, Scottish
poker player who

went on an absolute tear to take down
UKIPT Newcastle? Yeah, that one. He held
off a challenge from ex-November Niner
Sam Holden to take the title, and reclaim
the Ferguson name for the poker world inthe Ferguson name for the poker world in 

cardroom verging on pandemonium as 
players tried desperately to creep into 
the money while climbing over seats to 
get a view of potential exit hands, there 
were a few stars still in the mix.

still in with a chance, as was Keith 
Hawkins and ex-November Niner Sam 
Holden. It was the latter who was still 
smiling at the end of Day 3, as he took 
a 1.1 million stack to the fi nal table 
where he sat fourth in chips behind 

With a 15,000
starting stack and a
steady structure
there is a ludicrous
amount of play in
these things
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Local boy Jobling did
his best

Emporer Palpatine impression

on his way to second place

Former November Niner SamHolden bowed out in third place

Vicky Coren was

on her first trip

to Newcastle
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UKIPT NEWCASTLE
IN NUMBERS

623 Total entries

£436,100 Prizepool

£87,640 First prize

£865 Previous
biggest cash

of the winner

$782,115
Previous biggest cash for
Sam Holden

£0Amount won by
Alun Bowden and

Ross Jarvis
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But Sambrook couldn’t find the luck as
his Aces were cracked early by Jobling’s
Jacks. And this set the tone for the final
table with a huge number of all-ins and
set-up hands seeing the stacks rise and
fall like the tide on a windy November
night in South Shields. By the time we hit
three handed it was Holden, Jobling and
Ferguson who survived the storm.

Big swinging chips
Jobling held the chip lead with 4.9 million
to Holden’s 2.7 million and Ferguson’s 1.6
million. And it was the short stack that

But Sambrook couldn’t fi nd the luck as 

UKIPT NEWCASTLE
Buy-in: £700 + £70 Entries: 623

FINAL TABLE
1. CHRISTOPHER FERGUSON £87,640
2. ALEXANDER JOBLING £82,120
3. SAM HOLDEN £39,030
4. DAVID KNIGHT £28,780
5. EWAN BROWN £22,240
6 ANTHONY SHIELDS £17,880
7. JACK SAMBROOK £13,520
8. DAN HEMINGWAY £10,250

WWW.POKERPLAYER.CO.UK

The cracking UKIPT structure helped
attract 623 players to Newcastle

Ferguson and Jobling look onas the decisive hand is dealt
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survived the first all-in, shoving with 8-6
and getting called by Holden with A-4
only to hit an 8 on the turn to double up.
Then a couple of hands later Holden
shoved with A-5 only to find Ferguson
with A-Q and no help from the board.

After half an hour of heads-up, and
stacks fairly even, a deal was done giving
Jobling £82k, Ferguson £77k, leaving £10k
to play for. As expected play loosened up a
with Fergusonwinning the first big hand
after flopping a flush on a nine-high board
with 7-4 and getting paid by Joblingwith
Sevens. This proved a decisive handwhen
the two players then got it all-in preflop
with a standard coinflip and Ferguson’s
Eights held against Jobling’s A-Q.

So the Newcastle title headed back up
north to Scotland, and local lad Jobling
had to settle for runner-up. But we’re sure
the £82k was of some comfort to him on
the way home. It buys a lot of trebles at
Sam Jacks that’s for sure! Name: Chris Ferguson

Age: 23
Lives: Edinburgh
Qualification route: Direct buy-in on
PokerStars
Previous biggest cash: £865 for 18th
place in the Genting Poker Series in
Edinburgh
Tell us about him: Ferguson is a

part-time player who has been
playing for six years, but hopes to
turn pro. He works for poker affiliate
site pokervip and prefers playing live
tournaments to online. He said the
first thing he was going to spend the
money on is a ‘deluxe holiday’. ‘I will
celebrate with a few drinks tonight,’
he added. Typical Scotsman.

A number of all-ins
and set-up hands saw the
stacks rise and fall like
the tide on a windy night
in South Shields

Winner’s Profile

Chris Ferguson: It’s only a matter
of time before he grows the hair,

the beard and buys a stetson

Diary of
a fish

ALUN BOWDEN FINDS
HIS OLD NEMESIS THE
HANGOVER IS HIS
UNDOING IN NEWCASTLE

Newcastle is one of my favourite
cities in the UK, and the UKIPT is one
of the best poker tours in the world.

So put the two together and I’m practically
sprinting to Kings Cross to head to the Toon.
After a drinking session the night before my
Day 1 last time I played here I ensured I got an
early night and was fresh as a daisy when play
began at Aspers on Friday lunchtime.

I sat down at my starting seat for day one to
find Sam Razavi staring at me from the other
end of the table. Marvellous. Sat alongside him
were a few UKIPT regulars and a few playes I
didn’t recognise. The atmosphere was good
with a lot of banter and no stare-down heroes
or hooded clowns cluttering up the place.

Nonetheless, it’s hard to stay
focused in the early levels. With
approximately 8 billion big
blinds it’s easy to flick it in
preflop and fold on most
flops or alternatively
tighten up so much you
lose consciousness and
fold your way to sleep. As
it turned out I picked up
some massive hands, but
not masses of chips. A set of
Kings and a set of Jacks saw me
chip up to 24K by the first break.

Let’s play some cards
I met up with fellow PokerPlayer staffer Ross
Jarvis on the break who told me variously how
he’d played ‘terribly’ and ‘amazingly’ in
certain pots. Coincidentally these happened
to be pots he’d either lost or won. Heading
back to my table, the increasing blinds meant
action picked up, as did the mood of Razavi.

The gregarious pro was just back from an
APPT Melbourne win and is a superstar in
waiting. He has a great table presence, and I
never saw him take a bad beat with anything
other than a smile including one I handed him.

I made a loose call on the BB with
7-5 offsuit after Sam opened

and Lee Atherton in the small
blind called. The flop came
6♥-8♥-X. I called Razavi’s
c-bet and bet the river
after we both checked the
4 turn. Razavi snap called
putting me on 7-9. Sorry!

And so with around 35k
I found myself heading to

Day 2. Sadly I didn’t last very
long. Around 30 minutes into

play the empty seat at our table
was filled by talented online pro Sam
Warburton with an 82k stack. He had

literally just sat down when I raised with fours
and he called with fives. The flop of 2-3-5
looked very pretty and when he raised my flop
bet we managed to get it all-in. GG me.

I definitely didn’t need to stack off there, but
I blame the hangover. Yes, I didn’t learn my
lesson very well and went out on the smash on
the Friday night. A slight error of judgement I
admit. Maybe next time I will do it differently,
but let’s face it if you come to the Toon and
don’t have a drink you’re sort of missing the
point. At least that’s what I told myself…

Nonetheless, it’s hard to stay 
focused in the early levels. With 

not masses of chips. A set of 
Kings and a set of Jacks saw me 
chip up to 24K by the fi rst break.

I made a loose call on the BB with 
7-5 offsuit after Sam opened 

and Lee Atherton in the small 
blind called. The fl op came 
6
c-bet and bet the river 

putting me on 7-9. Sorry!

I found myself heading to 
Day 2. Sadly I didn’t last very 

long. Around 30 minutes into 
play the empty seat at our table 

Even facing luckbox
Bowden couldn’t
dampen Sam’s mood
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DEAL COVER STORY

Full Tilt Poker is back and its new face is Gus Hansen. So where has the Great Dane
been hiding for the past year and will we see the return of the crazy Gus of old?

T
he poker world needs Gus Hansen right now. After a
year filled with scandals, squabbling pros and one of
the most boring Main Event final tables in history
we’re all yearning for the return of the good old days.
Even the online high-stakes games have gone a little

stale. While there has been plenty of action recently it has all felt
very different. Much more understated, much more serious with
much less personality. None of the things Gus Hansen stands for.

The crazy Dane was such a feature of the online world prior to
Black Friday that it feels right that he is the man chosen to be the
face of the new relaunched Full Tilt Poker. Thanks to a deal with
PokerStars that ensures all players are repaid in full, Full Tilt Poker
is back and so is Gus.

Talking to Hansen over the phone a few weeks prior to Full Tilt
Poker’s grand reopening he’s understandably a little circumspect.
His answers are full of PR-speak and he’s at pains to stress how
pleased he is the players are being repaid in full and the new site is
backed by the might of PokerStars. But there is plenty of the old
Gus lurking underneath the surface. At times you can sense an
almost overwhelming urge to get back to the old times of the
high-profile, high-variance, high-stakes games.

‘I enjoy high-stakes action and I don’t think that’s a secret,’ he
says. ‘In the beginning it was kind of cold turkey, but that makes

me even more happy that in November I can start playing again,’
he adds with a laugh.

Gus Who’s Back?
When Full Tilt Poker abruptly closed its doors in June 2011 few
were as surprised as Hansen. ‘It came as a shock. I was definitely
surprised there was a lack of professionalism in the way the
company was run and that they were unable to repay the players.
That was definitely a surprise to me,’ he says somewhat ruefully.

It slowly emerged that Full Tilt Poker was being horrifically
mis-managed by those in charge. Player funds weren’t being kept
separate from operating funds and when the site ran into problems
with processing online deposits in the US a black hole of missing
funds soon opened up. The site’s regulators eventually stepped in
and foreced the site to close. With no money to repay more than
$300 million owed to players the site was placed in limbo for 18
months until a deal could be found to save the players.

Into the breach stepped PokerStars, who negotiated a deal with
Full Tilt Poker and the US authorities to wipe the slate clean, repay
the players and start again. The conclusion is a bright future for
both PokerStars and the newly relaunched Full Tilt Poker, which
returns with all of the things that once made it great and none of
those that led to its brief and untimely demise.
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Despite having $2.5 million tied up on the site, and becoming
caught up in the highly public mess surrounding the failure of Full
Tilt Poker, there is little bitterness from Hansen over the saga.
‘When I play sports I have a temper and I let loose on my rackets
when I play tennis, but I didn’t do that here. When you are dealt a
bad hand in poker you hopefully deal with it appropriately and
here it felt like everybody was dealt a pretty shitty hand. I felt okay
this is a bad situation so let’s try and deal with it.’

Stop and smell the roses
When Full Tilt Poker vanished from the online world to a large
extent the high-stakes world disappeared with it. The big money
games moved back to the private rooms of the land-based
casinos, and to a lesser extent to the more understated high-
stakes tables on PokerStars. For Hansen though it was a chance
to stop and smell the roses for a while.

‘I had been spending a lot of time playing poker tournaments
around the world and playing online. In my mind I was spending
too much time and leaving other things behind. I felt this was
really good timing for me to cut back a little and take it easy and
see what developed.’

What ended up developing was nothing more than a long
period sitting out for Hansen, and while in an emotional

A lot of players
are regarded as the
best, but it’s more
interesting to be
seen as a madman
or crazy Gus
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DEAL COVER STORY

sense Hansen felt the timing was right, in a
playing sense the timing was all wrong. The
online game has been a mixed bag at times
for him. He’s been on multi-million dollar
upswings, and even bigger downswings.
High-stakes tracking site highstakesdb.com
puts him as a $3m lifetime loser on Full Tilt
Poker, although that’s unlikely to reflect the
full picture. ‘I’ve had some really bad years
and some really good years,’ Hansen admits
with a small laugh.

In a cruel twist of fate, however, he found
himself in the midst of one of his best years
when the hammer of Black Friday came
crashing down. ‘In 2011 I was doing really
well and had resolved a couple of issues
with my game. I felt I was playing really well
and getting a bit lucky, which never hurts. I
was feeling really comfortable. So obviously
I had a bit of money in my account.’

By a ‘bit of money’, Hansen means
almost $2.5m. He claims to have had the
second largest amount of money stuck on
the site of anyone. But like most things in
life, it didn’t rattle him. ‘At first I wasn’t too
worried,’ he says evenly. ‘But as time passed
it looked a little bleaker. Fortunately
PokerStars stepped in and I’m just glad
everything worked out in the end. The fact
that everyone from someone with $2 to
someone with $2.5m gets their money really
is the best outcome we could have hoped
for as it was looking bleak for a while.’

Where did you go?
With that much money locked up online, it’s
not surprising Hansen wasn’t seen online for
a long time. He disappeared overnight from
the limelight and admits he decided to lay
low while waiting for a positive outcome.

Although he says his time away from the
online game was never about the money. ‘I
felt that as a sponsored player from a site
that was in trouble it was inappropriate. If in
any way I could be of help resolving the issue
then I would do it. But if I couldn’t do
anything to resolve the issue I would just lay
low and that is what I have been doing.’

‘When you take poker out of the equation
you spend a bit more time with friends and
family, and I’ve spent a bit more time
staying in shape. I’ve always been
interested in sport and played decent
tennis at college. I enjoy chess, I play a solid
amateur bridge game so there are other
things in life beside poker. But poker is a
big part of what I do.

But laying low is a matter of definition.
For Hansen it mainly meant avoiding
online poker, but it’s not really in his nature

I’ve had some
really bad years
and some really
good years in the
high-stakes cash
games
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to shy away from the action for too long.
His 18-month sabbatical involved setting
up a short lived, if entertaining, blog at
www.gushansen.me where he detailed his
efforts to become a
racketlon champion
(a mix of table
tennis, squash and
badminton). It also
involved trips to
Australia to play in
the Aussie Millions
and the WSOP to
take on the Big One
for One Drop.

But the biggest
outlet for Hansen’s
‘crazy gambler’ was
the big games in
Macau. Hansen

found himself in Macau in early January
2012 and almost immediately was involved
in some huge games. He says he wasn’t
even sure if we was going to play at first, but

the action was too
much for him to
resist. ‘I wasn’t sure I
felt like playing that
big,’ he says. ‘It was
after a period playing
less poker than I was
used to so I wasn’t
sure I was sharp
enough. I went there
with a limited
bankroll and thought
I would play a couple
of times, and if I
wasn’t comfortable
playing at that level

I would stop. Fortunately, I started off
doing quite well.’

Macau Millions
Exactly how well he won’t say, but he
returned in February for a second session
that he covered in his blog in frank detail.
‘When you put your opponent on either a set
or a flush-draw and the board pairs on the
river AND completes the flush, is it good to
call a 4.2mill bet? Once again the answer is
probably not! The bad news is I paid 4.2mill
to find out – The good news is my opponent
was bluffing and I dragged in a 13.5mill pot
at the end of the session,’ he blogged.

Hansen has been back for a third and fourth
time and seems hungry to return. ‘I’ve been
doing well there so I am going back. I don’t
know when, but I am going back,’ he says.
But even for someone with a seemingly

Fake Gus Hansen
THE WILD AND CRAZY LIFE OF GUS HANSEN AS PORTRAYED BY THE
INFAMOUS TWITTER ACCOUNT IS NOT TOO FAR FROM THE TRUTH

One of the funniest Twitter accounts around is Fake
Gus Hansen. It’s a parody account that comes scarily

close to capturing the essence of the Great Dane. ‘I have
seen it a couple of times. I haven’t been a day-to-day
follower, but it seems like my lack of twittering is well
covered by the fake Gus Hansen,’ the real Gus Hansen says.

‘He kind of has a good sense of humour and it seems like a
lot of people enjoy what he comes up with. It’s all
cool with me. I think he’s caught the gist of it
pretty well. It’s probably not too far from the
truth. He just goes with it all the way.’

So here are some of Fake Gus
Hansen’s best moments for you.
Just remember, it’s not the real man
himself. But he’s got the gist...

[In Macau] I
wasn’t sure I felt
like playing that
big. Fortunately, I
started off doing
quite well

TIP FROM A PRO-A good way to
warm up before a lengthy session
is by doing a sudoku puzzle or by
banging a Victoria Secret
model

The only thing i enjoy 10
handed happens in my
bed Saturday Night

I open 100% of my
hands from UTG....when
the Big Blind is wearing
an Ed Hardy t-shirtHansen won the main event of

the Aussie Millions in 2007

Racketlon combines tennistable tennis, badminton andsquash in a single match

Hansen used his brea
k from

poker to improve his racketlon
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enormous pain threshold when it comes to
high-stakes gambling, he says the games are
occasionally a bit too big for his tastes. ‘The
games are really big. The smallest games I’ve
played there have been $1.3k/$2.6k no-limit.
And sometimes the game got kicked up to
double the blinds with a live straddle. When
the initial raise is in the $15k range you have to
have a bit of stomach for a game like that.’

‘They did have some games that I didn’t
play. I’m not sure I was even invited, but if I
was I would have politely declined. They were
playing $5k/$10k blinds and that was a little
too steep. If you’re playing for too much
money, which I have definitely tried in my
career, you handcuff yourself a bit. You’re
not ready to make the big bluff when you are
supposed to and that is an essential and
important part of the game.’

There are even some hints of bankroll
management from Hansen in his old age.
This was the man who was first on the list to
sign-up for the $1m buy-in Big One for One
Drop. But his name was not on the list as the
cap was reached, and he only found his way in
via a last minute satellite at the Rio. He had
second thoughts about whether to even play in
the $25k satellite, before buying in late and
obviously winning the whole thing. Sadly he
didn’t last too long in the $1m event, going out
shoving 10-J into A-K. But it’s unlikely we’ll
see him shying away from the super-high
rollers in future.

‘I think it’s up to the individual to evaluate
if their bankroll can afford them to play $200k
tournaments,’ he says. ‘I don’t see anything
wrong with it, and on some occasions it
brings new people into the poker community
and we are always welcoming new players.
We saw some players in the One Drop that
hadn’t surfaced before so that’s good.’

Going broksi
A little-known high-stakes player surfaced
online at the end of the summer. An online
account under the name of ‘broksi’ began
hitting the high-stakes games on PokerStars
and it quickly emerged the man behind the
account was none other than Hansen. ‘I felt the
discussions [between PokerStars and Full Tilt]
were coming along and getting everything
back on track. I felt like the time was right for
me to start playing again online,’ he says.

Sadly it’s not been going too well. According
to highstakesdb.com he is down almost $900k
at the time of writing. ‘Unfortunately I have
been a little rusty, and I need to sharpen the
edges a bit,’ Hansen admits. ‘I have been
playing at the WSOP, but it is slightly different
online and I’ve got to get used to sitting in
front of a computer again.’

When the
initial raise is in
the $15k range
you have to have
a stomach for a
game like that
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Of course, there will be those who will say
he’s losing because he’s a high-stakes fish.
That’s long been a refrain even from those
who like the Dane. Phil Galfond was once
quoted as saying Gus Hansen was the reason
the games ran at high-stakes, while Ziigmund
has been even more
excoriating in his
criticism. It’s
something Hansen is
aware of, and it would
be wrong to say it has
no effect on him.

‘It just makes me
work harder on my
game. If people are
saying it is there any
chance they’re right?
If they’re right then I
have to improve my
game. Let’s just say
I’m fairly certain the
critics are wrong, it
still makes me want to play even better the
next time they are at the table. So I don’t
think it’s going to work out good for them.’

But Hansen is the first to admit he doesn’t
play straightforward poker and sometimes
adopts lines that make little or no sense to
observers. ‘I think it’s fair to call it an
interesting style,’ he says with a laugh. ‘I
have a bit of a strange profile, but I think that
is partly because I have such a strange style. I

think I am one of the few poker players who
has not learned it from the books.’

A new beginning
In fact, Hansen’s start in poker may be one of
the oddest in history. He was a successful

professional
backgammon player
when he turned his
attention to poker –
sitting down in the
$300/$600 games, the
highest stakes games
at the time. ‘You
don’t [usually] go
from learning the
rules to $300/$600
and that is partly the
reason for me
thinking out of the
box,’ he says.
‘Sometimes it is one
my flaws. I like to do

the opposite of everyone else and sometimes
I should just go the straightforward way.’

Does he think this is why some people
view him as a fish? ‘You have guys who think
I am the best in the world and you have
people who think I am the worst player in the
world. There is a large range of people who
think I am too crazy and too easy to exploit. A
lot of the other players are always regarded as
the best, but it’s more interesting if you’re

seen as a madman or crazy Gus.’
Gus Hansen has always been

one of the most interesting
characters in poker. His
enigmatic and unpredictable
style permeates though his poker
into his day-to-day life. He’s as
likely to be found cycling through
the streets of Monaco as sitting in
a private room in Macau playing
ridiculously high-stakes.

If the image of a wild, party-loving,
gambling madman as portrayed in the
infamous Fake Gus Hansen Twitter account
(see boxout) are just a parody, they aren’t a
million miles from the truth. He’s one of
the few pros who ooze charisma and
who the public can’t get enough of. And
thankfully we’re going to see a lot more
of him back where he belongs. At the
poker tables.

After a couple of years spent mostly away
from poker it’s time for things to change.
‘Poker is coming to the forefront again,’ he
says. ‘I have been laying low for a while, but
I will be back with a vengeance.’ Welcome
back Gus, poker has missed you.

High Stakes
backgammon

Before there was poker there
was backgammon. Hansen

was originally a professional
backgammon player and it’s still a
little-known source of money for
him. ‘I think I am one of the few
players who enters the EPT High
Roller and doesn’t show up for Day
2 because I am playing a high-stakes
backgammon game,’ he says.

But unlike poker there is no
planned circuit. Things just
happen. ‘You bump into people
who enjoy the game and there
might be a lot of money on the
line. But it’s once in a while. It’s
not like it’s a planned game. If it’s
a good enough opportunity to stay
away from Day 2 of the High Roller
then that’s what I’m going to do.’

So how much money is at stake?
‘There was a game where you
can probably win $5-10,000 and
if it goes high you can lose
$100,000 in one game. Those are
rare, but it can happen. You can
fairly say it’s a high-stakes
backgammon game.’

PP

I’ve been rusty.
I need to sharpen
the edges. I’ve got
to get used to
sitting in front of a
computer again

the streets of Monaco as sitting in 
a private room in Macau playing 
ridiculously high-stakes. 
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High Stakes 
backgammon

Hansen will soon
be back where he

belongs on Full Tilt

The Great Dane rem
ains

one of the biggest d
raws

in the poker world

Gus also enjoys a
bit of high-stakes
Backgammon
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what I’ve learned
from poker...
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Norman
Chad
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The voice of theWSOP

talks life, loves and

Soviets. From the

challenges facing poker to

why you should always

listen to cynical hacks,
he

leaves squadoosh behind.

Over to you, Norm

Chad asks Nelly what he knows
about poker. Probably squadoosh
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...The two biggest things I’ve learned from poker are discipline
at the tables and a strength of character. You have to learn
how to win and lose with grace. If you don’t act differently,
then you’ve got a lot of character.

...I know dozens of good winners, but the guys I like, such as a
Phil Hellmuth or Mike Matusow, when they’re losing at the
table they’re not pleasant people. You’d think they hadn’t
played poker more than a week ago. You have to learn that
once in a while the fish swallows the fisherman.

...Poker players are an odd animal. They don’t have healthcare
plans, they don’t have pensions – they’re not the smartest
when it comes to money. But the ones that are really good are
very smart. The late Chip Reese was a great manager of his
money, and he had great discipline and character at the table.

...Beside the skill of maths and instincts in poker it’s good to
be a people person, to get along with other people and to
study them. You have to understand that the game comes in
cycles and you need to keep an even keel.

...The best advice I’ve ever been given has nothing to do with
poker. I was working on a newspaper, laying out the next day’s
page. The guy who wrote the outdoors column came up to me
one day when I was holding a ruler and a picture wheel and said,
‘If you show them that you can use tools, they will never let you

do anything else. Put those
down and get out of here.’
He was right. I wouldn’t be
here without him.

...Poker always had a stain.
In the past, you were just a
‘gambler’. But I know people
on Wall Street who are

gambling with families’ lives. Poker is a multi-skill game like
chess. People shouldn’t thumb their noses at it. It’ll take more
than just a generation for the stain to get removed.

...If I’d become a poker pro, my father would have hung me
upside down by my ankles. When I told my parents I talk about
poker on TV they said, ‘Thank God we didn’t send you to
Harvard or Yale. You have a college degree and you make a
living by talking, who’s going to watch that?’ I don’t know who’s
going to watch it dad, but they’re paying me!

...You need to be well-rounded to survive in poker. You can
hone your skills and grind online every day. But if you don’t
have a life, it’s going to hurt you in the long-run. You should
have an education, a family and other aspirations. People say
poker is a tough way to make an easy living. Not anymore. It’s
a tough way to make a hard living. Have a back-up plan.

...Before the poker boom, cards were my favourite form of
recreation. Now I dip a toe in every now and again. Too much
and something’s wrong, you have a skewed view of the world.
I’m glad I got into poker, but I’m glad I keep it at a safe distance.

...I used to claim that Soviet troops could roll into Chicago in
the middle of the World Series, but as long as it doesn’t affect
the big blind, players will move on.

... People always ask me if I prefer to play
or to talk. You can’t lose talking. Unless
you propose to the wrong women, in
which case you can lose a lot talking.

then you’ve got a lot of character.

table they’re not pleasant people. You’d think they hadn’t 

when it comes to money. But the ones that are really good are 
very smart. The late Chip Reese was a great manager of his 

If Norman’s parents are reading this,don’t worry this is just research

Again Mr and Mrs Chad

this isn’t what you think
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We present six ways to propel yourself to the big time.
Mighty oaks from little acorns and all that…

DEAL SHOTATGLORY

STEPS TO WINNING

BIG
MONEY
BIG BIG 

6

This is the painful stage. Sorry
about this, but it’s going to hurt

a little at first. So if you feel a bit
squeamish you might want to skip this
stage and go for one of the more
gambler-friendly options further down
the list. But, sadly, if you want to be a
long-term winner at poker there is no
avoiding this simple truth: you get out
what you put in.

Poker is a game of information, experience and
decisions. If you lack the first two it’s going to be
really hard to do well on the third. The best way to
get better is to play a lot of hands, and the best
way to do this is focus on a game you enjoy. Don’t
worry about winning at this stage, in fact it’s
better if you make a lot of cheap mistakes. You’re
here to learn after all.

It’s also really important you don’t play when
you are bored, tired or drunk. The last thing you
want to do is get into bad habits in your play, or to
reinforce long term losing plays. Stay focused,
spend some time analysing your play afterwards
and then get ready for one of the next stages.

BANKROLL: £0

SUMMARY: Sit down,
play some cards.

TOP TIPS:
● Focus on playing games you

enjoy and not games where
you think you have an ‘edge’.

● Make notes of hands you think
you might have misplayed and
analyse them later

● Don’t play when you’re tired or
bored as it does more harm
than good

● Stick to micro-stakes cash
where you can play a lot of
hands in a short space of time

Hero Phil Ivey

Back when he was called No Home
Jerome, Ivey would catch the bus to
his local casino in Atlantic City and
play seven-card stud until his eyes
were ready to pop. It’s not some
innate genius that makes him so good,
it’s thousands of hours sat at a poker
table learning to read people and
situations. He spent years honing his
game, going broke, building up again
and eventually figuring it out. If Ivey
can do it, then so can you.

Hero Phil Ivey

1
STAGE

Practise, practise, practise

Phil Ivey is living proof thatpractice makes perfect

STEPS TO WINNING STEPS TO WINNING 

BIG BIG 
We present six ways to propel yourself to the big time. We present six ways to propel yourself to the big time. 

MONEYMONEY
BIG BIG 
MONEYMONEYMONEY
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Right from the days of Chris Moneymaker
winning the WSOP Main Event in 2003, the

satellite route has been one every poker player
dreams of. Buy in for $40, and win $4 million,
what could be simpler? Sadly it’s not that easy
and for every Moneymaker there are thousands
of losers. But played smartly satellites are your
best bet for making big money.

First, work out is what you are playing
satellites for? Some players enter satellites to
major live events to either play a tournament they
are not bankrolled for or reduce the variance. Fine
and laudable reasons, but it’s not what we’re talking
about here. This is about investing a little to win a
lot. Yes, most of the time you will not win, but
you’re only losing a little. That is the key point.

Start small, think big. What you should be aiming
to do is play lots of small freerolls or $1 and $2
super-satellites into tournaments like the Sunday
Million. You can even play in super-satellites for the
bigger live events, but remember your ultimate
target is to make money and your chances are far
higher in the online tournaments than in big
deep-stacked live events with a field full of pros.

BANKROLL: £100

SUMMARY: Embrace the grind,
and set big targets

TOP TIPS:
● Focus on the one big target, so

you don’t feel you’ve ‘won’ if
you win one feeder satellite.

● Play lots of small feeder
satellites where the standard
of play is terrible and take
them seriously.

● Don’t be tempted to buy
straight in to the big satellites,
go back and grind your way up

Hero maratik

The winner of the 2012 WCOOP main
event was a Russian low-stakes
tournament player who entered via an
FPP (frequent player point) satellite.
Despite his normal stakes being $6.50
tournaments, he managed to turn a few
loyalty points into a $1 million win. He
won his $5,200 seat only after several
stages of FPP satellites and beat one of
the toughest fields in the game for his
life-changing score. Living the dream!

major live events to either play a tournament they 

Yes isildur1 doesn’t use it. And
yes neither does Phil Ivey. But

guess what? Almost every other
winning player does. Daniel Negreanu
credits poker software with helping
him go from online also-ran to an
online winner. By poker software
we’re talking about things like
Hold’em Manager or PokerTracker.

These pieces of software not only
track your hands, but those of every player you’ve
played against. The ability to go back through
hands and see where you went wrong is invaluable.
And the ability to see live stats on your opponents is
even more crucial. Not sure if you should three-bet
in a spot? How about if you knew your opponent
folded to three-bets 90% of the time?

Poker software won’t turn you into a winner
overnight, but it will add a big edge to your game if
you use it correctly. Try not to rely on it, and don’t
be afraid to turn it off every now and again. But
definitely shell out some cash and get some. It will
likely be the best money you’ve ever spent (apart
from on this issue of PokerPlayer of course).

BANKROLL: £100

SUMMARY: Install software,
increase profits

TOP TIPS:
● Invest in the low-stakes

versions of PokerTracker
or Hold’em Manager

● Take time to learn how the
software works and use it to
review hands from sessions

● Use a HUD when playing online
as much as possible

Hero Daniel Negreanu

The Canadian poker superstar really
embraced the online game when he
first signed for PokerStars taking to
the online tables with real enthusiasm.
But he found it tough going adjusting
to his lack of reads and information on
the players at his tables. He says that
installing poker software and being
able to assign players to certain types
helped his game massively. If it’s good
enough for Kid Poker it’s probably
good enough for you, eh?

Hero Daniel Negreanu

November 2012 POKERPLAYER 39
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STAGE

3
STAGE

Play lots of satellites

Use poker software

maratik turned a FPP satelliteinto a million dollar jackpot

Software helped
fix Kid Poker’s
online game

BANKROLL:

SUMMARY:
and set big targets

TOP TIPS: 
● 

22
STAGESTAGE

 of play is terrible and take
 them seriously.
● Don’t be tempted to buy
 straight in to the big satellites,
  go back and grind your way up
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But the same is not true of the
smaller stakes online tournaments.
Sure there are a lot of pros, and good
players, at the $11+ stakes online, but
they are not the majority of the field. In
fact, if you head over to pokerstars.fr or
winamax.fr you might even find they
are in the minority. The French sites
are a bit more of a slog to sign-up for,
but are full of fish and a great place to
play tournaments due to the smaller field sizes.

Online tournaments are the best place to spin-up
a chunk of cash despite what anyone else might tell
you. If you are a recreational player, and put aside
money for poker each month this is where you
would be wise to spend your time. Of course, there
is huge variance and you could go 200 tournaments
without cashing, but we’re not playing for a living.
We’re looking for entertainment and a spin-up.

If you play the tournaments with buy-ins under
$10 and take a solid TAG approach you’re already
miles ahead of most of the field. Keep your head, play
at stakes you can afford to lose and give it a spin.

Let’s face it, the days of spinning up $50k by
playing cash games online are all but over.

There are far too many online grinders out there
and the general standard of play is ridiculously
high at the mid-stakes. You would have to get
stupidly lucky to only run into recreational players
on your way through the stakes these days.

BANKROLL: £200+

SUMMARY: Get on the grind

TOP TIPS:
● Focus on tournaments that

suit your skill set
● Shop around to find the best

value tournaments online,
including checking out some of
the French sites

● Focus on lower-stakes big field
tournaments

Hero Chris Moorman

The UK’s leading online tournament
player has won millions online, taking
down some of the biggest tournaments
around. But he’s also put in some
enormous volume over the years with
the Brighton-lad playing nearly 4,000
tournaments on PokerStars alone in
2012. If you want to win big, you have
to be prepared to put the work in.
Sorry about that.

play tournaments due to the smaller field sizes.

4
STAGE

Poker is a zero sum game. This
means that for everyone who wins

$10 there is someone else who needs to
lose $10. That means you need to find
players who are worse than you to win
money from. It sounds so simple, but
it’s something so many players forget.

This doesn’t mean you should spend
your entire time bumhunting for fish,
and only play terrible players. But it
does mean avoiding playing in games
where you are the value. Poker is no place for ego. If
you constantly find yourself in games where you are
getting outplayed then simply stand up and leave.

You also need to realise where your strengths lie.
If you are a great preflop player stick to fast-paced
tournaments and steer clear of deep-stacked cash
games. If you are a great postflop player then don’t
spend all your time playing sit-and-gos.

Learn to spot the traits of bad players, such as
those who call too much preflop and those who are
too passive post-flop. And most importantly learn to
recognise your own fishy tendencies and stamp
them out. Don’t let yourself be the value.

BANKROLL: £200+

SUMMARY: Don’t be the value,
find the value

TOP TIPS:
● Don’t be the value in a game,

if you are outclassed then
stand up and leave

● Find players you can beat and
don’t waste your time trying to
beat better players

● Focus on your strengths and
pick your games accordingly

Hero Neil Channing

The Godfather of UK poker is well
known for his skills at the tables, but
arguably his biggest skill is his ability
to consistently find good games to
play in. This doesn’t mean Channing
isn’t willing to mix it with the big
boys, but he’s very astute at spotting
soft spots and making the most
money from them. That is, after all,
what it’s all about.

where you are the value. Poker is no place for ego. If 

5
STAGE

Play lots of tournaments
(especially on French sites)

Find the fish!

Chris Moorman is a tournament titan buthas put in the hours to achieve his success

Neil Channing is an expert atspotting where the value is
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This doesn’t mean sitting with your net
worth in a $25/$50 game where there are

four massive fish sitting. And neither does it mean
entering a $1,000 tournament with a $20k
overlay when you have a bankroll of $2,500. What
it does mean is risking some of your profit on
taking shots at bigger games or big tournaments.

Say you’re playing $11 tournaments regularly
and have a bankroll of 100 buy-ins. If you have
made $200 profit that month there’s nothing
wrong with taking a shot at one of the big Sunday
tournaments. Your expectation of winning is tiny,
but the upside is massive, and as long as you’re not
doing it with your bankroll that’s fine with us.

Find the balance so you’re buying into tourneys
you can really win a significant amount of money,
but not risking the family silver to do so. The same
applies to cash. Don’t take your monthly $1k profit
and jump into a $5/$10 game.

The important thing is to have an exit plan. This
is pretty easy when you’re playing big tournaments
but in cash it’s not so easy to resist the reload.

BANKROLL: £1,000+

SUMMARY: Use your profits to
jump into bigger games

TOP TIPS:
● Only take shots with profits

and not with your bankroll
● Don’t play in games where you

are scared money, and don’t
jump up too many limits

● Have an exit plan, don’t spend
more than you can afford

Hero Phil Galfond

The man renowned for a somewhat
liberal approach to his own bankroll
management in his early days is the
king of shot taking. Galfond would take
frequent shots at the $5/$10 games
when he wasn’t really bankrolled for
them. But this was because he was at
an age where the worst that would
happen is grinding back at lower-stakes
for a bit to rebuild. Eventually he
cracked it and never looked back.

6
STAGE

Take calculated risks

Find the right
balance and you
can win yourself a
significant amount
of money

THE SIX BEST TOURNAMENTS FOR MAKING
BIG MONEY FROM A SMALL STAKE

1. POKERSTARS
Buy-in: $2.20 Sunday Major Turbos
Time: Daily (check lobby for times)
Format: These run all day every day and give
a leg up into the bigger $11 qualifier sats for
the likes of the Sunday Million or direct into
the $11 Sunday Storm

2. PARTYPOKER $200K GTD
DAILY QUALIFIER
Buy-in: $6
Time: 7.20pm
Format: This is a turbo super-satellite,
qualifying players into the daily $58 satellite
to the $220k GTD Sunday tournament. Well
worth a shot.

3. BET365
Buy-in: $6.60 Friday $50k GTD qualifier
Time: Every Friday at 7pm
Format: This is a satellite into the Friday
night $109 rebuy tournament. While the field
is tough, and you won’t be rebuying, the
huge prizepool on offer makes it worth the
small investment.

4. GROSVENOR POKER
Buy-in: $3.30 Sunday $150k GTD super-
satellite
Time: Daily (check lobby for details)
Format: These are super-satellites into the
big $150K GTD event. The winners of these
tournaments get a seat in the $33 mega
satellites with up to 70 seats GTD

5. POKERSTARS
Buy-in: The Hot $0.55 $2.5k GTD
Time: Daily at 9.45pm
Format: This is a turbo tournament with a big
prizepool and a truly tiny buy-in. Worth a late
night blast to try and spin up some cash.

6. POKERSTARS
Buy-in: $3.30 Saturday Micro $25k GTD
Time: Every Saturday at 1.00pm
Format: This is a turbo tournament with a
huge field and a truly epic prizepool for just a
$3.30 buy-in. If you’ve not got plans then
make sure you don’t miss this.

four massive fish sitting. And neither does it mean 

Don’t play in games where you
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T Have you ever met a poker player who thought they were

rubbish? No we haven’t either. Everyone thinks they are
the next Phil Ivey in waiting, or at worst, someone who always
get unlucky. But not being honest with yourself is one of the

surest ways to busto we
can think of. Check out
this month’s guide to why
your ego is costing you
cash on p44 and start
putting things right!
There is also a superb
guide to taking shots on
p50 as well as our usual
mix of quizzes, advice
and strategy. Enjoy!

GETTHE KNOWLEDGE – BEATTHE FIELD

STRATEGY

Let go of your ego... CONTENTS
42WHYYOUR EGO IS
COSTINGYOU CASH!
We look at some of the ways
your ego is costing you
money at the poker tables

46 POKERPLAYER QUIZ
Test your skills when playing
draws with this months quiz

48 PRO CONCEPTS:
WHENTOTAKE SHOTS
Simon Hemsworth looks at
the right and wrong ways to
take shots in cash games

54 HOWTO BLUFF IN
LOW STAKES MTTS
CardRunners zachjackdad
explains the optimal spots to
fire a three-barrel bluff

58 YOUR CALL
Another tough poker teaser
from Karl Mahrenholz and
Sam Grafton has a great idea

60 INTHETANK
Your poker dilemmas solved
by our resident poker agony
uncle Roberto Romanello

’Eastgate decided to call down with a very good
hand versus an aggressive opponent instead of

raising the river. He is possibly scared of only being
called by better hands or perhaps being reraised by
Dwan and being in a difficult situation for a massive
pot. If he were shorter stacked he could shove over
Durrrr’s river bet without too much thought.’
– Simon Hemsworth explains why not to go in too
deep when taking shots on p50

DON’T JUMP IN
TOO DEEP!
DON’T JUMP IN DON’T JUMP IN DON’T JUMP IN DON’T JUMP IN DON’T JUMP IN 
TOO DEEP!TOO DEEP!TOO DEEP!TOO DEEP!
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get unlucky. But not being honest with yourself is one of the 
surest ways to busto we 
can think of. Check out 
this month’s guide to why 
your ego is costing you 
cash on p44 and start 
putting things right! 
There is also a superb 
guide to taking shots on 
p50 as well as our usual 
mix of quizzes, advice 
and strategy. Enjoy!

An out-of-contro
l ego

can have a disas
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effect on your ga
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ThE
pokER
EG
To succeed in poker you must have self confidence but
it’s important your ego doesn't become too inflated.
Ross Jarvis explores whether your poker ego has got the
better of you – and just how costly that can be
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Poker is a brutal game. Unlike other sports you can
be the best player at the table and still lose
consistently. Losing streaks can last months at a
time. Bad beats and coolers seem to always crop up

at crucial points in big tournaments when life-changingmoney
is within reach. To survive long-term in poker youmust be able
to see past short-term results and have confidence in your own
abilities. If you can’t do that you’ll likely end up broke – or in an
asylum screaming ‘One time!’ over and over again.
There’s a fine line however between having confidence in your

own abilities – which is a positive – and allowing your ego to
take control of your poker playing, which can quickly turn into a
huge negative. Self-confidence is a crucial skill in poker but so
too is self-awareness. This means you can recognise how good
you really are, which games you have an edge in and how big
your bankroll is, all of which help dictate which cash games or
tournaments you should play in. When your ego gets too big all
of these rational considerations quickly go out the window and
you can soon end up in a world of hurt. Here are some of the
biggest warning signs that your ego is getting out of hand, and
how it will cost you. Luckily enough, we’ve also come up with
some solutions to help get your mind back on the hunt for gold.

Heads-up for rolls?
There’s no variant of poker like heads-up
to fire up the ego. It’s poker’s version of
a fist fight where aggression, machismo
and guts are needed to win. As such, it’s
the game type where those who have a
big ego are destined to go broke.

In heads-up it’s more important
than ever to game select well. Unlike
in a six-max cash game where you can
get away with being the fourth or fifth
best player at the table (as long as the
other player is terrible) in heads-up if
you aren’t the best player you are
definitively the worst.

Too many people play in heads-up
games for the wrong reasons;
grudge matches versus players
they don’t like, trying to prove
they are better than a winning
reg or through boredom at
not getting enough action.
The correct reason should
be that you have seen an
opponent you believe to
have an edge on and
expect to win money
against. In heads-up
everything is magnified.
If you’re playing against an
opponent better than you then
(luck aside) you will lose more
money quicker. Happily, the opposite
is also true so if you wind up in a good
game the expectation will be that you
can win a large amount rapidly.

Many people take this advice too far
and only ever play heads-up against
complete fish, which is a practice often
called ‘bumhunting’. If you can get the
action this is a very profitable way of

playing poker, and neatly eschews ego
problems. We’re not suggesting you
take it this far though. It is fine to
occasionally play in heads-up games
where you might be neutral EV (or
even be a slight dog) because it helps
keep your game sharp and improve.
Just ensure you don’t play heads-up
for the wrong reasons – always be
consciously aware of if you have an

edge – and if you don’t then quit.

The levellers
In the early stages of a
deep-stacked MTT there
is no better strategy than
playing straightforward
tight-aggressive poker.
In these days of hyper-
aggressive online kids it
seems that many have

forgotten this. But at big live
tournaments like the UKIPT it’s

actually quite common to see cold
four-bets, players five-betting with air
and even check-raise river bluffs from
Isildur-wannabes in the first few levels.
If this sounds like something that you
would do in tournaments then stop it!
Stop it now!

You may not realise it, but getting
embroiled in these ‘levelling wars’ with
other good, aggressive players is

Always be
consciously

aware of if you
have an edge –

and if you don’t
then quit
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totally counter-productive. if your
audacious move works, at best you
may pick up 5,000 tournament chips.
if it goes wrong you can be busted in
ridiculous fashion after starting the
hand at no risk of elimination.

The key thing to remember is that
even if these moves work the gain is
far outweighed by the risk. While
adding 20% to your stack in day one
of a UKiPT may feel good at the time,
in the grand scheme of things it
becomes quite irrelevant once you
progress into day two and beyond.

The point when creative bluffing is
important in big tournaments is when
the stakes get truly high either around
the bubble, in the money or on the final
table. The early stages are absolutely
not the time to do it and players that
look for highlight reel plays are not
geniuses, they have merely been taken
over by their own egos.

Open your eyes
Players that take their poker
seriously are always on the
lookout for good games.
This can mean anything
from having position on
a fish to playing in a game
composed solely of nits.
Whatever the makeup is,
you’re putting yourself in a
great position to win.

a lot of poker players
understand this concept and
are pretty good at initially game
selecting. Where they fall down is
in not adjusting to the changing game
conditions when sat down. a change
can be when a fish goes broke and
doesn’t reload or if the seats to your
left suddenly get filled up with very
aggressive, dangerous players. at this
point your good game is no longer

good. However, for ego-based
reasons too many people don’t

take this opportunity to leave the
table and look for better spots. You
mustn’t be afraid of feeling a bit
embarrassed that you aren’t a
favourite in certain line-ups. You
should be
playing

poker with the intention of winning
money however you can. This is the
sole aim of the game.

any true professional will tell you that
earning consistent, stress-free money
is more important than attempting to
prove your poker prowess versus other
good players. Keep your eye on the

dynamics of your table and if
you don’t like it for whatever
reason it’s time to find a new
one. That’s the beauty of cash
poker – you are the one who gets
to choose your opponents. don’t
be lazy and sit in the same seat
all night, the game of your life
could be just next door.

Stop loss now,
thank you very much
Just as important as knowing
when to play poker is knowing
when to quit. Unless you are a
robot completely unaffected by

EgO maStErclaSS
If you’re interested in learning more about how ego,
confidence and other emotions can have a large

impact on your poker playing a great book to pick up is The
Mental Game of Poker by Jared Tendler and Barry Carter.

In it sports psychologist Tendler explains how the psyche
affects poker players and, more importantly, steps that
you can take to ‘conquer’ the mental game. It’s certainly
different from a traditional poker strategy book but it’s
definitely a valid read if you feel as though your poker has
ever been affected by ego, tilt, motivation or numerous
other emotional failings.

Those that
look for highlight

reel plays have
been taken over

by their own
egos
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large sums of cash escaping your bank
account, you will begin to play worse
poker as a session unravels. Through
experience and training you can learn
to cope with losing sessions much
better but there is still a breaking point
for everybody when they would be
better off quitting.

Unfortunately many players grind on
long past this point and spew away a
couple of buy-ins or go on to bust out
unnecessarily from a few tournaments
before finally walking away. Yet again
this is a symptom of your ego affecting
rational decisions. Nobody wants to be
a loser or admit they aren’t good
enough, but sometimes you have to.

A basic way to minimise the losses
you suffer in losing sessions is by
setting a stop-loss. In cash games this
could be set anywhere from three to
six buy-ins (depending on your own
bankroll, control of emotions and skill
level) and it should be slightly
increased for both sit-and-gos and

MTTs because of the increased
variance of those formats. This
may sound a dull way to play the game
but it’s also one that will ensure you
don’t go bust in one long, miserable
evening. Trust us, that's much worse.

Ballin’ outta control
A poker player’s ego can be a huge
detriment at the table but what’s often
ignored is how ego can be a financial
burden away from the table too. This
can come in many forms. The first is in
prop betting. Many poker players are
stubborn, competitive and love to
gamble, so they often can’t turn down
a prop bet. There’s nothing wrong with
this in theory, but it’s very important to
ensure the stakes are well inside your
comfort zone. You should look on it as
just an extended form of good bankroll
management and ensure you don’t get
lured into a bet that will cause you
great stress should you lose.

There’s also a lot of peer
pressure within the poker

community to spend inordinate sums
of money on status objects. This can
be anything from hideous Ed Hardy
shirts to buying huge rounds of drinks
in clubs or travelling first-class. It may
be fun to live like a superstar but only
do it if you can really afford it.

There seems to be a real negative
connotation attached to being sensible
and mature in today’s poker world. Not
surprisingly, this is a load of nonsense.
An important, and overlooked, aspect
of becoming a winning poker player
comes from things like cutting down
on travel expenses by booking flights
in advance or by shunning a night at
the club in order to prepare well for a
poker session the following day.

These small lifestyle changes can
pay big dividends at the table over
time so make sure you don’t succumb
to peer pressure and do things your
own way. Don't let your ego win! PP

Feldman and matusow are outmatched
Even great players like Andrew Feldman and Mike Matusow
sometimes play in games where they are the fish at the

table. Whether they chose to take their seats because of ego or
any other reason here are two games that these two should not
be playing in…

Andrew FeldmAn
The Secret Millionaire star finds himself
surrounded by messrs Antonius, Dwan,
Ziigmund and Ivey in this classic series
of Full Tilt Poker’s Million Dollar Cash
Game. He doesn’t fare well. In this
cringe-inducing hand Feldman is taught
a lesson in bluffing by the world’s
greatest player, Phil Ivey.
http://tinyurl.com/FeldOwned

mike mAtusow
Mike Matusow’s final appearance on High
Stakes Poker was tough to watch. He
played extraordinarily tight and as the
stakes got higher he appeared out of his
depth. Look at this key hand versus Daniel
Negreanu where Matusowmakes a poor,
easily read flop shove while his face
exposes the pressure he is under.
http://tinyurl.com/MatuTight

Nobody
wants to admit

they aren’t good
enough – but

sometimes you
have to
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STRATEGY QUIZ

Playing draws may sound an easy job
but do you know how to play a nut flush
draw against a calling station? Or a
gutshot versus a maniac? Find out how
skilled you are with Ross Jarvis’s quiz

ACTION
In a full ring online $1/$2
game a very straight-forward
nit raises to $6 in the cut-off
and you call on the button
with Q♣-J♠. The two of you
see a T♠-8♠-5♣ flop and
he continuation bets $10.
What should you do with
your gutshot?

DECISION
a) Fold
b) Float, looking to win the
pot on the turn
c) Raise to $28
d) Both b) and c) are good
options

SHOT TO THE GUTQ3

Players 9 Blinds $1/$2 Your stack $200 Your hand Q♣-J♠

QUIZ
PLAYING DRAWSTHIS MONTH

ACTION
You’re playing heads-up
against a fish who never, ever
folds. The effective stack size
is 250BBs. You raise to $3,
the villain three-bets to $12
and you call. The flop is
6♠-Q♥-K♥, giving you a pair
and flush draw. Villain bets
$25. What is your plan?

DECISION
a) Call and exercise your
equity by seeing a turn
b) Raise to $50 in the hope of
him checking all turns
c) Raise to $75 and fold to
a shove
d) Raise to $75 and call be
happy to get it all-in

ADJUSTMENT STATIONSQ2

Players 2 Blinds $0.50/$1 Your stack $250 Your hand 7♥-6♥

SIMPLES

ACTION
You raise preflop to $1.50
and get called by the fairly
aggressive big blind. On the
T♥-J♥-2♣ flop you bet $2 and
are check-raised to $7. What
should you do with your
gutshot royal flush draw?

DECISION
a) Fold
b) Call and see a turn
c) Raise to $20 and call a
shove
d) Move all-in

Q1

Players 6 Blinds $0.25/$0.50 Your stack $50 Your hand A♥-K♥

Pot: $49.50

YOU (BTN)
$250

VILLAIN (BB)
$250

Pot: $10.75

SB
FOLD

BUTTON
FOLD

FOLD

YOU
$50

BB
$65

FOLD

$7

$2

$25 Pot: $25

FOLD

SB
FOLD

FOLD

FOLD FOLD

FOLD

BB
FOLD

YOU (BTN)
$200 VILLAIN (CUTOFF)

$230

$10
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ACTION
It’s Day 2 of a UKIPT and you
have below average chips. A
large stack raises to 5,000,
two players call and you call
from the big blind with J♣-9♠.
The flop is T♣-8♠-4♦. You
check, the raiser bets 15,000
and gets one caller. What’s
your move?

DECISION
a) Fold
b) Flat call the 15,000
c) Raise to 30,000
d) Move all-in

ACTION
It’s near the final table of a
$50 online MTT when you call
a 15,000 raise on the button
with T♦-8♦. Both of the blinds
call. On the A♦-2♦-J♣ flop the
small blind checks, big blinds
donks out 30,000 and the
initial raiser makes it 75,000.
What do you do?

DECISION
a) Fold
b) Flat call
c) Re-raise to 150,000
d) Move all-in

TOURNEY TANK

DRAWING BOARD

Q4

Q5

Players 8 Blinds 1,000/2,000 Your stack 60,000 Your hand J♣-9♠

Players 8 Blinds 3,000/6,000 Your stack 240,000 Your hand T♦-8♦

6) You have a gutshot
straight draw on the
flop. What are your
chances of making a
straight on the turn or
river?
a) 8%
b) 17%
c) 34%
d) 66%

7) Your opponent has
K-K on a 2♥-6♥-T♣
flop. You have A♥-8♥.
How many clean outs
do you have?
a) 4
b) 9
c) 12
d) 16

8) When playing a draw
what is the single most
important factor in the
hand?
a) Your odds of hitting
your outs
b) The strength of your
opponent’s range
c) That you hold the
Ace of spades
d) Fold equity

9) What are the odds of
hitting a royal flush in
hold’em?
a) 10,000 to 1
b) 265,355 to 1
c) 649,740 to 1
d) 1,002,452 to 1

10) When should you be
more inclined to play
draws passively?
a) If they are weak
draws
b) If your opponent
calls a lot
c) If you have position
d) Both b) and c)

?
QUICK-FIRE
ROUND

1c)Raiseto$20andcallashove.You’ve
floppedoneofthebiggestdrawsinhold’em
andyouronlyintentionshouldbetoget
all-inassoonaspossible.Asyouhaveso
manyoutsyouwillbeahugefavourite
againstworsedrawsandonepairhands
–youevenhave34%equityagainstaset.
2a)Callandexerciseyourequitybyseeinga
turn.Theanswerhereisopponent-
dependent.Versusthistypeofcalling
stationyourfoldequityisessentiallynil,
makingraise-callingahighvarianceplay
whereyouareessentiallyjustgambling
fortwoandahalfbuy-ins.Eventhough
youhavedecentequityversushisrange
(unlesshehasaset)itwillbemuch
smartertobeatopponentslikethisby
playingsmall-ball.
3d)Bothb)andc)aregoodoptions.Even
nitswillc-betwithairsoyoushouldn’t
assumetheraiserhashitthisboard.While
youonlyhaveagutshotandovercardsthis
isaflopwhereyoucanrepresentalotof
hands.Ifyouchoosetofloat,thenatight
opponentwilloftencheckmanyturnsand
youcantakeitawaybyreppingaTen.
4d)Moveall-in.There’sadecentchance
thatbyshovinghereyoucangetboth
opponentstofold,almostdoublingyour
stackwithoutgoingtoshowdown.Evenif
calledyoustillhave8cleanoutstothenuts
andyourJackovercardmaybelivetoo.
5a)Fold.Despitehavingadecentstack
lefttoshoveinthemiddleitappearsthat
yourfoldequitywillbelimitedinthiscase.
Youmaybeupagainstsets,astrongAce
or–worstofall–abetterdrawthat
leavesyoudrawingverythinatsucha
criticalstageofthetournament.
6b)17%.Youhavefouroutstwicewitha
gutshotwhichequatestoroughlya17%
chanceofhittingontheturnortheriver.As
youcansee,theydon’tcomeinthatoften.
7c)12.Cleanoutsarethosewhichare
definitelygoingtogiveyouthebesthand.
Here,youhavenineflushcardoutsand
threeAceovercardsthatwillgiveyouthe
besthand,meaningyouhaveapproximately
a48%chanceofwinningthepot.
8d)Foldequity.Nomatterhowmanyouts
youhaveyou’rerarelygoingtobea
favouritetowinahandwithadrawwhen
you’reupagainstamadehand.That’swhy
foldequityissoimportant.Ifyoucanmake
youropponentsfolditdoesn’tmatterifyou
missthechipsarestillcomingtoyou.
9c)649,740to1.You’rearguablymorelikely
tosleepwithCherylColethanhitaroyal
flush.You’redefinitelymorelikelytosleep
withLindsayLohanthantohitaroyalflush.
10d)Bothb)andc).There’slittleuseplaying
drawsaggressivelywhenyouknowyour
opponentwon’tfold.Thereareexceptions
–suchasmonsterdrawsthatwilldefinitely
have+40%equity–butdon’tgooverboard
withbasicstraightandflushdraws.

YOUR SCORE
0-4 BUSTED FLUSH
You’re chasing
more lost causes
than Wile E Coyote.

5-7GOINGSTRAIGHT
You’re getting there
butmake sure you
keep your head
when youget adraw.

8-10FEELINGFLUSH
Bravo! You play
your draws like a
pro. Keep up the
good work!

Pot: $51,000
SB

FOLD

FOLD

FOLD

YOU (BB)
60,000 $15,000

Pot: $165,000

FOLD

SB
380,000

FOLD FOLD

FOLD

BB
400,000

YOU (BTN)
240,000

PLAYER 1
72,000

PLAYER 2
FOLD

FOLD

PLAYER 1
600,000

PLAYER 3
55,000

$15,000

$30,000 $75,000
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STRATEGYTAKINGSHOTS

There are many ways you
can approach taking shots in
cash game poker. You can
take the more measured

approach that a lot of the well-known
online pros advocate, or perhaps go for
the very aggressive route of someone
like Viktor ‘Isildur1’ Blom. Although we
all love the sheer guts of Blom and the
entertainment he provides, his strategy
will end in ruin for most of us. Unless
you have Viktor’s incredible natural
talent and ability to handle some of the
most extreme swings online poker can
hand out (perhaps losing $4 million in
a day hurt a little), you are better off
sticking to the more sensible approach.
So here is some practical advice on
how to make your shots as successful
and stress free as possible.

WHEN TO TAKE A SHOT
The most important factor when deciding
to play higher than usual is your bankroll.
I’m not a fan of setting precise bankroll
requirements because it depends on the
individual, but let’s generalise it by saying
you should have enough of a bankroll so
that if the shot goes wrong you can still
play the stakes you were playing before.

A lot of players have an unnecessarily
large bankroll for the stakes they are
grinding and miss lucrative opportunities
to play higher stakes where their financial
expectation is much larger. Playing at the
$0.25/$0.50 level with 200 buy-ins isn’t
sensible – it’s silly. Man up and take a shot
at some $0.50/$1 or $1/2! If it goes badly
that’s part of the game and you should
just be prepared to move back down.

Making sure the shot you are taking
is +EV is obviously imperative. There

is no point in quitting a juicy $2/$4 game
to sit on a tough $3/$6 table. When you
are playing lower stakes this process is
much easier as there will usually be plenty
of tables to choose from. So as soon as
your bankroll allows, you can pick the
best games and, hopefully, clean up. At
higher stakes this is more difficult as juicy
games either rarely run or are difficult to
get into as the regs tend to swarm in very
quickly. In this case you may need to work
around the games a bit more and shots
might not always be available at times that
are ideal for you. This is an unfortunate
consequence of the current high-stakes
poker economy, but there are still good
games to be found.

Choosing a game to take a shot at isn’t
simply a case of there being a fish in it. Is
the fish a complete drooler or just a bad
reg that plays too tight? For example, if
the available seat on a table is not of good
relative position to the mark and there is a
very aggressive, good reg to your left you
might want to give it a miss.

Being on a confidence high is a great
thing in poker and particularly when taking
a shot. Feeling good about your game will
ensure you are most likely to transfer your
A-game from your normal stakes to higher
limits. Conversely, taking a shot when low
on confidence can be devastating as your
negative feelings will lead to making poor
decisions like playing too tight in an
attempt to not ‘get unlucky’.

HOW TO APPROACH A SHOT
■ Buy in right
Some people might buy in for the absolute
minimum, some just enough to cover the
fish and some for the max. I’m a fan of just
doing what you are naturally the most
comfortable with. If the fish in the game
has 56BBs then buying in for exactly this
amount might not be a good idea. For one
thing, you may have very little idea of how
to play this stack size correctly in the
inevitable battles with regs. Also, buying
in for exactly what the fish is sitting with is
a rather unsubtle way of telling him you
are here because of him. In other words,
you are telling him he sucks, which he may
not like too much. If you normally play
100BB poker then buy in for this stack
because this is what you know best. If you
think buying in for 100BBs is too much or
too risky then the game is simply too big
for you. (See link to Peter Eastgate video
for how buying in for the wrong amount
can backfire).

■ Buy in right
The fish are the reason you are playing
and where the value comes from so this
is exactly where you should try to extract
money when taking your shot. You should
be trying to get involved in as many pots

Feeling good
about your game

will ensure you are
likely to transfer

your A-game to
higher limits

HOW TO TAKE

SHOTS
High-stakes cash pro Simon ‘Rhymenocerous’ Hemsworth explains how a sensible yet
aggressive approach to shot taking can pay off big time
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with the bad players as possible by playing
a wide range of hands when they enter the
pot. Playing heads-up pots with the fish is
the perfect situation to show your edge
and this is best achieved by three-betting
preflop with lots of value hands, especially
when in position. If you are playing with
savvy regulars then they will probably not
appreciate you doing this as they also are
looking to stack the fish! Although it might
not be a good idea to try to outplay regs
from the get-go when taking a shot, you
also don’t want to be submissive which
leads me to my next point…

■ Don’t back down to regs
A common mistake I often see by people
taking shots is playing too passively
versus the regular players in the games.
They want to play pots against the fish but
end up being a loser in the game because
they fold too many hands against the regs
and never play back against them. It’s very
important to set your image early to show
that you aren’t going to be pushed around
so why not throw in some light three-bets,
or four-bet the regs when you strongly
suspect you are being bluffed. These plays
won’t necessarily show an immediate
profit, but they will send a signal to the
regs that you’re here to play.

■ Never be scared money
This next point follows on nicely from my
previous point about not being submissive
when faced with aggression from the regs.
Playing with scared money is dangerous
as you will start taking lines you wouldn’t
normally take purely because of the
money that is at stake. Typically this will
involve doing things that are more passive
than usual in an attempt to lower variance.
For example, you will call a three-bet with
A-Q instead of four-betting it or you will
call down with a combo draw instead of
raising. When taking a shot don’t think of
the Xbox game, flat screen TV, mountain
bike or even the car you could have bought
with the money you just lost a flip with. In
the long run, if you are taking the most
+EV lines it will all work out for the best.
Keep telling yourself that.

■ Play your game
This next concept is linked to not backing
down to regs or being scared money and
relates to not deviating from your normal
game because the stakes are higher than
usual. Quite often players will suddenly
alter their general strategy when taking a
shot and perhaps take over-complicated
lines in hands because they believe this

new level requires it. Although usually
people that play higher stakes will be
better in a few specific and subtle ways,
they will also do many of the same things
successful lower stakes players do. Just
play against them as you would normally
against the lower-stakes regs, which can
include making your usual hero calls,
folds or big bluffs.

■ Stop loss
This is where a lot of people fail, especially
those with a bit too much gamble in them.
Shots will go bad a lot of the time, that’s
just poker. But what will always turn a bad
shot into a disastrous one is not keeping
to a strict stop loss. The stop loss will be
set depending on an your circumstances.
It could be one buy-in at $10/$20 if you
had a bankroll of $10k or perhaps a ten
buy-in shot at $1/$2 with $20k. What is
important is that you set the stop loss
beforehand and then stick to it.

It’s important
to set your image

early to show
you aren’t going

to be pushed
around
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Situations
against shot-

takers that play
too tight can yield

more profit
than those with

the fish

Shortly after winning the WSOP Main Event for a
bazillion dollars Peter Eastgate decided to play in
High Stakes Poker with the usual mix of talented

high rollers and rich amateurs. Despite winning all this
money in the WSOP this certainly counts as a shot for
Eastgate who will never have played cash games this high
before, and the potential of losing
hundreds of thousands will be in the
back of his mind. He decided to buy in
for $500k, presumably in an attempt to
make a bundle in case any of the
wealthy recreational players brought in
for a similar amount. What he didn’t
foresee were people like Tom ‘Durrrr’
Dwan putting massive pressure on him
with such deep stacks.

■ In this very famous hand, Dwan pulls
of a ridiculous bluff and Eastgate is
forced to fold his trips because Durrrr
is representing such a strong hand
and he doesn’t want to play a huge
pot without the nuts:
http://tinyurl.com/dwanbluffs

■ In this example, Eastgate decides
to just call down with an extremely good hand versus a
very aggressive opponent instead of raising the river. He is
possibly scared of only being called by better hands or
perhaps being reraised by Dwan and being in a
difficult situation for a massive pot. If he were
shorter stacked he could shove over Durrrr’s
river bet without too much thought:
http://tinyurl.com/eastgatecalls

■ Neither of these hands are particularly
badly played by Eastgate, they
are simply a consequence of buying
in too deep.

EASTGATE MAKES A
BAD BUY-IN DECISION

MAKE IT HARD FOR
THE SHOT-TAKER
All of the advice I have given so far is from
the perspective of the shot-taker, but it is
also important to know what to do as the
reg when playing against the shot-taker in
these situations. As I have mentioned, the
more savvy regs will put a lot of pressure
on shot-takers by three-betting them light
pre flop and other forms of aggression.

This tactic can be extremely effective
against those shot-takers that are too risk
averse, and will do anything to avoid being

stacked. In postflop situations you can
barrel multiple streets very liberally as
shot-takers will not want to call down light
and will frequently raise with strong hands
to ensure they don’t get outdrawn.

You might find that situations against
shot-takers that play too tight can yield
more profit than those with the fish so try
to pummel them with poker aggression at
every opportunity.

Eastgate shows that even worldchamps can get out of their depth

BATTLING REG AGGRESSION
WHEN SHOT-TAKING

This is an example of a hand from a
$25/$50 shot I took a year ago – and
remember fondly! The villain in

questionwas a very good high-stakes regular who
I had noticedwould relentlessly put pressure on
shot-takers likemewhose usual stakes were
rarely higher than $5/$10. The gamewas just
breaking as themark at the table had just been
stacked (byme I believe, must be nice) and the
reg likely knewmyself or the SBwas not keen to
stick around and flip coins for bigmoney. As a
result, the following silliness occurred:

Seat 1: SB [$7,363.00]
Seat 2: Rhymenoceros [$10,325.00]
Seat 6: VILLAIN [$7,115.00]
SB posts small blind [$25.00]
Rhymenoceros posts big blind [$50.00]
Dealt to Rhymenoceros [K♦-K♣]
VILLAIN raises [$125.00]
SB folds
Rhymenoceros raises [$400.00]
VILLAIN raises [$1,225.00]
Rhymenoceros calls [$900.00]

DEALING FLOP [3♦-5♣-Q♣]
Rhymenoceros checks
VILLAIN bets [$1,350.00]
Rhymenoceros calls [$1,350.00]

DEALING TURN [2♠]
Rhymenoceros checks
VILLAIN bets [$4,415.00]
Rhymenoceros calls [$4,415.00]
Rhymenoceros shows [K♦-K♣ ]
VILLAIN shows [4♥-9♦]

DEALING RIVER [T♥]
Rhymenoceros wins $14,254.00

In this hand the reg took his relentless
aggression too far, especially with such a terrible
starting hand. Based on his thinking that I was
playing tight due to the stakes he should also
perceivemy three-bet as strong and just fold. It
was nice to turn his aggression against him and a
relief to hold against those eight outs as well!PP
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STRATEGY THREE-BARREL BLUFFS

UNLOADING
THE CLIP

CardRunners pro zachjackdad explains
the optimal spots to fire a three-barrel

bluff in low-stakes MTTs

In association with

This article looks at the concept of
three-barrel bluffing in low-stakes
MTTs. In all the tournaments I have
played I have rarely made this move.

You should not be triple barrelling very often,
but I find other players trying this kind of stuff
all the time, when it just doesn’t make sense to
do it. Weaker players are making bluffs that are
not going to work often enough to be profitable.
I’m going to explain how to make this move and
then show you an example hand where I pull off
a three barrel bluff successfully.

The game has changed a lot in recent years.
Three or four years ago you couldn’t bluff at all
because nobody ever folded and people would
play every single hand. In around 2009, tight
play became the common style and it got easy to
bluff everybody as they were all playing like nits.
These days it’s almost back to the way it was
four years ago and it’s a lot more difficult to get
away with things. People don’t like to fold.

Pick your spots sparingly
You shouldn’t be triple barrelling a lot.
If you find yourself busting out after
your bluffs go wrong you need to look
back at those hands and fix what is
going wrong. When you do pull off a
bluff successfully in a tournament a
lot of things need to work right at the
same time. When I say ‘pick your
spots sparingly’ I’m almost saying
don’t do it at all! But because people
will pull off big bluffs anyway – it’s just
human nature – it’s important to
know the right spots to do it in.

Tell a story that’s
convincing only to those
that can understand
a good story

Sometimes people try to bluff the guy
that called off his stack with 9-8
offsuit, calls with any piece of the
board or will call a three-bet with 7-7

and continue to call you down even when
there are five overcards on the board.
These are not the type of people you
want to bluff – ever!

The players you want to three barrel
are those that you think are capable of
hand reading well. They could look at
your hand and say ‘I think that’s what
they have’ or ‘he may have these type of
hands’ and because of that they are
capable of making big folds. You want to
make sure they have some kind of clue.
This becomes very difficult because
typically at the beginning of a large field
low-stakes MTT you aren’t going to find
many players that have a clue.

Generally you should bluff more in
short-handed situations, such as on a
six-max table or in blind versus blind
spots. Having data on a player can really
help – if someone’s fold to three-bet is
only 15% then three-betting them with a
weak hand really doesn’t make any sense
as they will be calling with everything.
You want to avoid situations like this.

UNLOADING 
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Don’t pick on the wrong players, pick
on those that will look at your hand and
think you have something strong.

Read the board and read
your opponent’s hand
The best types of flops to bluff on are
often paired boards, but it can also
depend on what kind of story you are
trying to tell and what you think the
other player has. For example, if you
think an opponent has pocket Tens,
then a 9-9-6-6 board is probably not
a the best one to try and bluff him on.
However, something like an A-K-9
board would be really good to bluff on
if you put them on that same hand.
Look at the board and remember to
relate it to the range you have given
your opponent. Often you have to be
careful because the board will have
connected with your opponent's
range, and you can be stuck in no
man’s land if you try and bluff.
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HOW TO DO IT
I’m now going to go through a hand I played recently in a six-max
tournament where I pulled off a three barrel bluff successfully.
There had been a lot of activity so far at this table which explains

why I did some of the things I did.
The table was playing three-handed and I opened J♣-6♣ suited on the

button preflop. Some of the best spots to bluff are short-handed situations,
because everyone’s ranges will be much wider making it less likely players
will have hit the flop hard. After raising I was three-bet by the small blind
and decided to call. Why am I calling with such a weak hand? I don’t think I
have the best hand, and even if I felt I did I’d probably just fold because it’s
not going to be easy to win at showdown. Instead, I’m calling here with the
intention of seeing a flop and playing from there.

The flop was Q♦-4♣-A♠. Another major reason why I called preflop was
because I had the button so I got to act after the villain and be able to make
a lot of decisions based on what they do. The villain bet out about half pot
and I chose to flat call. Why? Again, it’s not because I feel I have the best
hand. If I did feel I have the best hand in this spot I should always raise
because the villain will fold their entire range and it makes the hand much
simpler to play. I call because I’m trying to make it look like I have a bare Ace
here. This will be ahead of a lot of the hands the villain has in his range.

If he has a Queen, an Ace or air he will lead out. In his mind what can I be
calling with? Probably any Ace or any Queen. So now the Q♣ comes on the
turn and it also brings a flush draw for me. The villain bets the turn and my
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Have a plan, think out
all three streets
You have to think about what you are
planning to do on the flop, turn and river
once you decide to run a three barrel
bluff. Youmust be careful because you
don’t want to have a plan and abandon
it. For example, I’ll often bet the flop and
get raised. I call and the turn goes check,
check. Now I check the river andmy
opponent bets huge. This doesn’t make
sense if the turn and river are bricks.
Especially at low-limits players will be
betting the turn if they have a big hand
–making it easy to pick off a bluff.
Instead you should bemaking a
plan for the rest of the hand on the
flop and sticking to it.

In doing this you also need to look
closely at your stack sizing. If you
have a really short stack it’s
going to be very difficult not
to get your whole stack in
the middle on the turn and
also it will be hard to have
any bluff equity. You won’t
bluff them off the hand.

Remember to always
look at the effective stack
and not just yours or theirs.
If they only have 20BBs you
shouldn’t try to bluff them off a
hand if they call the flop. You need
to use bet sizing to work out how you
will get them to fold on later streets.
For example, if the flush card hits you
should represent it on the river.

Be prepared to give up
(very important)
This is the biggestmistake when people
are running bluffs in low-limit MTTs.
Players sometimes bet two streets and
on the river it’s so clear their opponent is
going to call a bet but they still don’t give
up. It’s very important sometimes to give
up and say you tried to get them off a
hand but they’ve shown somuch
strength there is now nothing left to do.

I need to say this over and over again.
Despite writing an article about bluffing,
you should rarely do it. A lot of players
that are really good at low-stakesMTTs
are skilled at using timed aggression and
aggression in the right spots. A three
street bluff is a very significantmove (for
your stack) and as such you really need
to be careful about when you do it. Take
note of who you do it against, what the
board is running out as, and youmust
always be confident they will fold. PP

You have to
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planning to do

on the flop, turn
and river
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plan is to call any turn bet within reason and then bluff the river.
The chances are he will shut down anything that doesn’t have
an Ace or a Queen in it. I don’t think he has either of these two
hands because there’s an Ace on the board and there’s two
Queens on the board. If he has an Ace or a Queen he is going to
be checking this turn so often, meaning that when he bets he
usually has some kind of smaller pair or air. He bets the turn and
I call – planning to bluff the river.

RIVER STEALS
The river was an Ace, meaning the final board read Q♦-4♣-A♠-Q♣-A♥. It
was now very possible I actually have the best hand here if he has 2-2, T-T
and so on. This river gives me even more options because I can represent
both the Ace and the Queen. My hand has some showdown value but if he
had something like K-J or K-T he may also check the river thinking he is
beat. He checks to me and when I bet I’m definitely representing a big
hand, and he folds.

This was a quick hand example to show you what bluffing is all about over
three streets. I picked up a draw on the turn which was important as it likely
gave me some outs. I didn’t choose to raise the turn – although that may
have been a smarter play. If I raise the turn I can make it a smaller amount
than the bluff route that I chose to take. The reason I didn’t is because I
think it looks stronger when I flat the turn due to the board texture. Flatting
two streets gives me extra leeway to play the river.

Again, use this move very sparingly but it can be a useful addition to your
low-stakes MTT game when done correctly.

This article is an extract from
The Quickie: The Three street

Bluff on CardRunners
To watch the full video go to

www.cardrunners.com

The river
gives me more

options because
I can now

represent the
Ace and the

Queen
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New PokerPlayer columnist
Sam Grafton imagines
how a sequel to Rounders
would play out in the very
different poker world of 2012

New PokerPlayer columnist 

Can you think like a pro? Take
a look at this new situation and
email pokerplayer@dennis.co.uk
with your thoughts on what
Karl did and why

THE SITUATION
Wille Tann presents Karl with a tough decision on the river

BOARDKARL’S HANDEVENT: DTD £560
£500k GTD
STACK: 85,000
BLINDS: 800/1,600/200

SITUATION: This hand took place three quarters
of the way through Day 1 of this three-day
tournament. Everyone started with 50k in chips
and the blind levels on Day 1 were 40 minutes.
This table was made up mainly of local players

who I was not familiar with. I only knew two
other players, one of which was Willie Tann,
who was on my direct left. I had been opening
lots of pots with some success making hands

at the right times and winning without
showdown where necessary. A couple of

rounds earlier I had doubled Willie up
after he three-bet the cut off versus

my hijack open with A-A v my A-Q.
He currently had around 60,000.

In this hand action was folded

to me in the small blind. I had opened most
small blinds, apart from one that I limped and
won without showdown on J♥-9♥-7♥-3♥-8♥
board with a river bet to which Willie folded the
K♥ face up. Willie had been defending all of my
small blind opens, almost always by just calling.
I raised to 3,500 here and he called. The flop
was 9-2-9 rainbow I checked and he checked.
The turn was Q (still rainbow). As I went to
bet Willie said, ‘Just because I check doesn’t
mean I can’t win.’ I bet 3,600 and he called.
The river was a 3. I checked and Willie bet
6,700. I tanked for 2/3 minutes, and Willie
was talking to me a lot saying, ‘Don’t make a
hero call’ and ‘have you got Ace-high?’ What
should I do, call, raise or fold?

In association with

YOUR
CALL

with your thoughts on what 
Karl did and why

This table was made up mainly of local players 
who I was not familiar with. I only knew two 
other players, one of which was Willie Tann, 
who was on my direct left. I had been opening 
lots of pots with some success making hands 

at the right times and winning without 
showdown where necessary. A couple of 

rounds earlier I had doubled Willie up 
after he three-bet the cut off versus 

my hijack open with A-A v my A-Q. 
He currently had around 60,000. 

In this hand action was folded 

In association with

R OUNDERS IS STILL THE MOST
successful ooker film of all time.
Don’t you think it’s time for a
sequel? Rumours often surface

that a second film is in the pipeline, but so far
nobody in Hollywood seems to have stepped
up to the mark and written the damn thing. So
perhaps it’s up to me? A second poker boom
will ripple out across the world, and it will all
be down to my amazing script.

Naturally enough my sequel is going to look
very different to the original. I’ll have to draw
on my own experiences to accurately portray
the life of a grinder in
2012. The back alleys
and underground
clubs are no longer
part of the poker
landscape. And in four
years as a professional
poker player I have to
confess I have never
once played in a golf
pro game.

Fashions have also changed drastically
since the late nineties and Mike will have to
equip himself with a hoodie, Dre Beats and an
iPad if he wants to fit in. In fact, in the script
I’m writing Rounders won’t even be set in the
States. Mike will have joined the dozens of
poker refugees to have fled America since

Black Friday and
moved with
Knish to Costa
Rica, or Mexico
to grind online.

As the film
opens Mike’s
resettlement is
going smoothly. He still
dreams of battling it out with Johnny Chan in
the WSOP Main Event, but like any good
modern pro he practices sound bankroll
management. It all goes smoothly until Worm

reappears wanting to
take advantages of the
more nefarious
opportunities offered
online. He has already
caused outrage on
TwoPlusTwo for
multi-accounting, and
now that everything
has gone sour, he turns

to his old friend Mike to get him out of hock.

Russian influence
Mike’s problems don’t end there. Clearly no
Rounders sequel would be complete without
an appearance from our hero’s Russian
nemesis Teddy KGB. Since the last time we
encountered him, the bearded mafioso has

going smoothly. He still 
dreams of battling it out with Johnny Chan in 

diff erent poker world of 2012

Matt Damon’s back but this timehe’s grinding the micro-stakes

In four years as a
pro poker player I
have to confess to
never having played
in a golf pro game
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had a huge amount of success. He’s no longer
running underground card games and illegal
brothels and instead has begun to make a
name for himself on the WPT circuit. His habit
of berating opponents and splashing the pot
during hands, combined with his unique
playing style, has brought him worldwide
attention. So much so that PokerStars have
added him to their roster of Russian pros.

Teddy KGB now takes his place alongside
Negreanu and Mercier on Team PokerStars.
Imagine KGB and Liv Boeree shooting
promotional material at the PCA with Grama
lurking threateningly in the background to
make sure Boeree doesn’t get out of line and
start hogging the limelight. Do we have the
beginning of a successful film franchise here?
Can the tale of an online grinder ever compete
with the seedy romanticism of the backstreet
rounder? To be honest, I’m not sure my
scenario is going to bring Hollywood to its

knees. Don’t fear though, if the big-shot
producers do turn down my pitch for
Rounders 2 I have a foolproof back-up plan.

I’m planning a series of films based on the
lives of the UK’s finest poker pros. After all
British poker offers ample scope for the kind
of rags-to-riches tales that Hollywood finds
irresistible. Imagine opening at a cinema near
you: Vicky Coren: The Poker Years, starring

Renée Zellweger; Checking Dark: The
Amazing Story of Neil Channing, starring Will
Ferrell; and of course the Oscar-tipped smash
hit Jake Cody: The Movie starring Daniel
Radcliffe! Stories of love and loss, success and
failure, bad-beats and bad hair-cuts. As soon
as these films hit the multiplex movies about
poker players will be as bigger than ones
about superheroes... Won’t they?

had a huge amount of success. He’s no longer 

name for himself on the WPT circuit. His habit 

WHAT I LEARNED
THIS MONTH
Howmany hours have you
spent playing poker?How
many hours are required to
master the game’smany
facets and intricate nuances?
10,000hours apparently.
That’s the answer provided
byMalcolmGladwell’s
brilliant bookOutliers which I
read thismonth. Gladwell
specialises in unpackaging
seemingly obscure academic
research to give his readers a
deeper understanding of
everyday phenomena and his

findings are remarkable.
Particularly pertinent to
me, was his insight that
anyonewho has truly
excelled in their chosen
field, fromSteve Jobs to
Mozart, has put in 10,000
hours of practice first.

If we examine poker then
Gladwell’s rule certainly
seems to hold true. Phil Ivey,
ChrisMoorman and any of
the great poker players have
certainly playedmanymore
hours than 10,000.

Gladwell’s affirmation of
themany hours it takes to

becomeworld class at
something certainlymademy
many hours grinding easier to
take thismonth. After all, if
Einstein andBill Gates could
put in 10,000hours of work
in their specialist fields I can’t
really shy away frommine.

Last month’s Your Call
saw a lot of you get
the right answer, and
two readers even
called the villain’s
hand. Congrats to
Dan Smith and
Brian Potter and
some cards are on
their way to you
shortly! Send your
answers to this month’s
situation to pokerplayer@dennis.co.uk
and the best answer will win a pack of
high-quality playing cards!

LAST MONTH
Karl faces a tricky call following a check-raise all-in move from his opponent

BOARDKARL’S HANDEVENT: Genting Poker
Series, Leg 4,
£430 Main Event
STACK: 60,000
BLINDS: 400/800/100

SITUATION: This hand took place during the
eighth level of this three-daymain event at the
Genting Casino in Stoke. I had a loose-aggressive
image and in this hand, action was folded to the
player inmid-position who limped. Everyone else
folded and I checked the big blind with Q-9o. The
flop came T-8-6 rainbow givingme a double
gutshot draw. I checked to him. He had played
seemingly honest so far postflop and he checked
behind. The turn paired the 6. I bet 1,500 and
he raised to 7,200. I called and the river was J♦
givingme a straight. I checked and he bet 7,000
into a pot of 17,300. I raised to 17,000 and he
immediately moved in. I had 34,900 remaining
and had him covered by about 4,000. What is my
best play, call or fold, and why?

SOLUTION: I would have expected him to raise
T-T/8-8 preflop. I thought he would bet all of
his one pair and even two pairs/sets on this
flop as he would be scared of a 7 or 9 falling on
the turn. When he checked behind I assumed
he had missed so was surprised when he raised
when the 6 hit. There was a chance he had
made trip Sixes but his raise seemed
pre-determined. I didn’t think he would raise
this quickly if he had made a house or quads.
When the river filled my straight and he bet
quite small I was sure my hand was good. I
eventually called as I couldn’t think of a hand
that made sense for him. He showed 9-7 for
the flopped straight which lost to my rivered
higher straight.

Last month’s Your Call 

the right answer, and 

answers to this month’s 

WIN!
APACK OF
PLAYING
CARDS

PP

Sam finds that to truly excelyou have to put in the hours

Lessons learned
WHAT HAS SAM ‘SAMSQUID’ GRAFTON
LEARNED ABOUT POKER THIS MONTH?
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STRATEGY ADVICE

EPT and WPT champ Roberto Romanello is one of the UK’s leading players and is here
to solve your poker dilemmas. Send your questions to him at pokerplayer@dennis.co.uk

ALL CHANGE PLEASE
Every time I’ve been abroad to play poker
on holiday in Vegas or in the Ireland
UKIPTs I always feel like I’m losing loads
of money exchanging cash every time I go
and come back. As you travel the poker
circuit a lot do you have a better way of
dealing in all this foreign currency without
being screwed over by the banks?

Ed Cardew

When I first started playing I didn’t
know a lot of players around me so
was in the same situation. You can
really get screwed over if you’re
constantly changing
money at the casino
desk or via banks.

As time has gone on
I’ve been lucky enough
to know all the players
around me. If you can
get to know players on
the circuit then it’s
better to exchange
currency directly with people that you
trust. Be careful who you are dealing
with though and try not to send money
in advance of receiving any from them.
It’s much better to change both at the
same time.

Many players advertise directly on
Facebook if they want to exchange.
Me and my friends always just go off
the XE.com rate so that it’s fair for
both sides.

PANIC BUTTON
I was playing a casino tournament and
was completely card dead for two hours
before eventually losing patience and
going all-in with a suited Ace. How do you
learn to cope in this sort of situation. Is
there a way to play with no cards at all and
still make a profit against your average
casino player?

Lucas Durney

This happens a lot, in virtually every
tournament you play. In these spots
you can’t just lose your head and throw
your chips in. you have to take it

professionally and
make sure you make
the most of it. If I’m
just hovering around
the average I’ll try
and pick up a few pots
with the odd three-bet
here and there. It’s
important to do this
against the right

players and try to pick good spots.
Don’t do it against the wrong player.

It becomes tactical. If the game goes
on and I can’t win any pots and drop
down to 15-20 big blinds experience
will really help you know when to steal
the blinds or shove on somebody. If
you double up just once you’re
flying and really back in
the tournament.

You mustn’t lose
your head

because there are certain spots in a
tournament when it will become easy
for you to double up. Good timing is
everything in tournament poker and
you should never just throw your
chips in. Never panic. When you’re
short and get a few uncalled shoves
through you can basically double up
without showdown.

BANK MANAGER
I like to play lots of live cash games but
I’m unsure how to physically manage a
bankroll for them. If I’m playing £1/£1 with
a max buy-in of £200 then how much do

In the tank

Timing is
everything and
you should never
just throw your
chips in
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Having trusted friendson the circuit can easemoney transfer woes
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you think I should take to the casino each
time to cover rebuys etc?

Luke Crowther

Sometimes you need to know when to
set a stop loss if you’re running bad. It
can be hard to walk away if there’s a
fish on the table with
all the money, but
once you start to
reload and reload you
can eventually start
playing out of your
depth, meaning you
really start feeling the
pressure. My advice is
to take around £500
to the casino and
buy-in with three
lots of £150 or
so on. If you do
the lot then it’s
time to get up
and walk away.

At the same
time I’ve been in a
situation where I’m
playing in a really
good PLO game with
position on a bad
player. It’s only a
matter of time before
he loses his money, but it might not be
you who gets it. You have to play
within your comfort zone

PLO PROBLEMS
I know you like to play lots of PLO cash
games. I’m relatively new to the game
– can you give me some advice on what I
should do when I’m four-bet (they’ll
probably have Aces) and hold semi-
decent hands like A-K-9-T or 5-5-6-6?

Lucy Oxley

A-K-9-T is not an amazing hand. If it’s
unsuited I’d just fold, but this is
somewhat dependent on who my
opponent is and how deep we are. If
the hand was double-suited then I’m
likely to play. I’d much prefer to take
away the Ace and have a hand like

9-T-J-Q to avoid
domination issues. If
you do hit a pair with
an Ace in your hand it
can be tough to know
whether to go with
the hand or not.

5-5-6-6 is good to
peel if you’re certain
your opponent has
Aces. If you hit a set
you know where you
are and how to play
the hand.

SHOVE OFF
I was playing a very

fast-paced online MTT
the other day and had

30BBs when I min-raised
the button with K-7. The

small blind shoved on me
– he had 18BBs – and he’d

done it four times in the last few
levels. Should I call here or can I fold
and wait for a better spot?

Rich Newall

This is definitely not a call. If the
guy is making lots of moves then
you need to slow down yourself and
only open hands that you are going to
be comfortable calling a shove with.
The other player is not going to be
stupid and he’s even more likely to
have it if it’s the fourth or fifth time he
has shoved. If you held A-7 the decision

would be closer.
Clever opponents will make this

same move with really strong hands
too as they know it’s hard for you to
call. It’s not bad to just fold the button
sometimes if you are afraid you’ll be
shoved on when you raise preflop.

The player is
even more likely
to have it if it’s
the fifth time he
has shoved

PP

ROMANELLO’S TIP OF THE MONTH
Be on your guard!

When players are doing well in
poker they always want to step up

and play a bigger tournament like a UKIPT
or EPT. It’s very important to think before
you make any decisions to put in a large
chunk of your bankroll to play these
tournaments. I’ve seen a lot of players come
and go on the circuit because they have put
a lot of money into these big live
tournaments and no matter how good you
are the chances are you might now even
cash. My advice is to always look to satellite
your way into these tournaments so the
pressure is off and you can play your
A-game. This way you can be aggressive in
certain spots, just go for it and not worry
about how much it will hit your pocket if
you get it wrong. Always be careful and try
to get your flights, accommodation and
seat in the bag before you go.
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Six years ago we were all
eagerly awaiting the new
Bond film. Plus ça change

As part of a special ‘poker at
the movies’ issue we took an

in-depth look at the new Bond film.
Dr Tom Sambrook, who acted as a
consultant on the film, gave us the
inside track on what was to prove
to be the best James Bond film in
decades. His role in shaping what
has become arguably the most
iconic poker scene in modern
cinema including stopping Bond
from shoving all-in with a made
hand as it looked wrong. How
very 2006 of him.

So almost six years later
and we’re once again

waiting for another Bond film to
save Christmas, but sadly this
one contains no poker in it.
Well we say sadly, but to be
honest after the utter dross that hit our
screens in 2006 and 2007 we hope to
never see poker on the big screen again.
Let the game stay where it belongs, in
the casinos and on the small screen. And
let Bond stick to explosions and fighting.
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2012, Let the sky fall

He stopped Bond from shoving
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PPUKTLEEDS
All the action from the
fourth leg of the best
low-stakes tour in the UK

TOP 5MOVES
We reveal the five most
profitable moves in poker
and how to master them

GOING GLOBAL
Find out the best poker
holidays and the best live
tournaments in the world

PLUS

Next
month

ON SALE

OCTOBER 25

WHOWILL BE THE NEXTWORLD CHAMPION?
FIND OUT IN NEXT MONTH’S POKERPLAYER

THE MAIN
EVENT!
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SHOCK
JOCK
Riding high after
OneDrop,Antonio
Esfandiari joined
DJHoward Stern
on his radio show.
The poodle-haired shock jock grilled theCount von
Count from Sesame Street lookalike in Paxmanesque
stylewith questions ranging from, ‘Howoldwere youwhen
you lost your virginity?’ to ‘You ever bang an actress?’ to
thepièce de résistance, ‘You ever do two chicks at one
time?’ Esfandiari was gregarious throughout, evenwhen a
caller phoned in seemingly just to call hima ‘dick’. Funny
howwinning$18m doeswonders for your disposition.

POKER NEWS AND GOSSIP FROM AROUND THE WORLD

PP

●What the world needs now isn’t love, sweet love, but another
poker-themed reality TV show. So we’re dying to see Living the
Life which will follow Amanda Kimmel (no, us neither) as she
travels the world playing poker. Any accusation that we’re only
taking an interest in the programme because she’s a hottie is
completely without
foundation. Kimmel,
28, [see right] is a
former Miss Montana
and shot to ‘fame’ on
Survivor: China. She
will be joined on the
show by fellow reality
‘star’ Trishelle
Cannatella (again,
nope). We don’t
knowmuch about
Kimmel’s abilities at
the tables, but we
can hazard a guess.

The poodle
haired shock

jock gave him
a Paxmanstyle

grilling

REALITY BITES

Got a story?Email Muck Raker:pokerplayer@dennis.co.uk

PHIL IVEY:
Crock of s♥♦t?

KIMMEL:
Survival of
the fittest

POKER NEWS AND GOSSIP FROM AROUND THE WORLD

PHIL IVEY: PHIL IVEY: PHIL IVEY
Crock of s♥♦t?BANCO-RUPT

Phil Iveymight have to change his nickname to ‘No doubloons
Jerome’ after a top UK casino apparently refused to pay out a

multi-million pound windfall. Ivey was playing £50,000 a hand
games of Punto Banco, a variant of baccarat at Crockfords in
Mayfair, the world’s oldest gaming club when he went on a winning
tear, scooping £7.3m. But his luck ran out when Crockfords refused
to pay up, and called in investigators from Malaysia. Staff
members, including the croupier have been interviewed, CCTV
footage has been pored over and lawyers representing both the
casino and Ivey were reported to be in a stand-off. How they could
fail to trust one of the former faces of Full Tilt is beyond us.
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Poker at
Are you in?

www.gambleaware.co.uk 18+

In for the
great bonuses

In for the
premium tables

In just for
the fun of it

200% NEW PLAYER BONUS
BONUS CODE: PPMAG500

PREMIUM TABLES
EXCLUSIVE TO bet365 PLAYERS ONLY

SAFE AND SECURE
SECURE BALANCES AND TRANSACTIONS
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we are poker

UKIPT
BRISTOL

www.gambleaware.co.uk.

QUALIFY ONLINE NOW TO UKIPT BRISTOL
ONLY AT THE WORLD’S LARGEST POKER SITE

For more details please visit www.ukipt.com

CITY DATES VENUE BUY-IN

GALWAY FEB 16 – 20, 2012 RADISSON HOTEL €700 + 70
NOTTINGHAM APRIL 12 – 16, 2012 DUSK TILL DAWN £700 + 70
DUBLIN MAY 17 – 21, 2012 CITY WEST €700 + 70
NEWCASTLE SEPT 6 – 10, 2012 ASPERS CASINO £700 + 70
UKIPT ONLINE OCT 14 – 15, 2012 ONLINE £700 + 35
BRISTOL NOV 8 – 12, 2012 GALA CASINO £700 + 70
EDINBURGH JAN 17 – 21, 2013 BALMORAL HOTEL £700 + 70
CORK FEB 14 – 18, 2013 ROCHESTOWN PARK €700 + 70
LONDON MAR 6 – 10, 2013 TBC £700 + 70

www.facebook.com/ukipt@UKIPT
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